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PET(4)-05-11 Paper 1a 

P-04-339 Enforcement of Animal Welfare Standards in the Puppy Farming 
Industry in South West Wales 

Petition wording 

We call on the Welsh Assembly to urge the Welsh Government to stage 
an independent inquiry into the enforcement of animal welfare 
standards in the puppy farming industry in South West Wales. 

This intervention and independent investigation is as a result of the 
widespread abhorrence at the ease with which the licenses are issued 
and subsequent lack of enforcement. This abhorrence is creating an 
extremely negative image of Wales throughout Wales, the United 
Kingdom and internationally. It is our contention that the setting up of 
an independent inquiry is the only way forward and will go some way 
in restoring the reputation of Wales throughout the UK and 
Internationally. Hopefully it will also curtail the activities of unlicensed 
puppy farmers & their reprehensible practices. 

Petition raised by: Colin Richardson 

Number of signatures: 3753 
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PET(4)-05-11 Paper 2a 

P-04-340 Create an Enterprise Zone in Newport 

Petition wording 

 

We the undersigned wish the Welsh Government to create an 

Enterprise Zone in Newport and wish them to debate this in the 

Senedd. 

Petition raised by: Councillor David Williams 

Number of signatures: 10 (an associated petition collected 40 signatures) 
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PET(4)-05-11 Paper 3a 

P-03-317 Hijinx Funding for Arts 

Petition wording 

Following the disproportionate cut in the revenue funding of Hijinx 
Theatre we call upon the National Assembly of Wales to urge the Welsh 
Government to ensure sufficient funding is available so that the 
exemplary and ground breaking work undertaken by Hijinx is not 
threatened. This unique welsh company has spent 30 years developing 
opportunities for people with learning difficulties to be included at all 
levels and this cut will result in a serious reduction in their current 
provision. 

Link to petition:  http://www.assemblywales.org/gethome/e-petitions-
old/admissible-pet/p-03-317.htm  

Petition raised by: Mike Clark 

Number of signatures: 1893 

Supporting information:  

� Hijinx Theatre is a professional theatre company founded in 1981 touring 
high quality productions to small venues throughout Wales and beyond. A 
large part of our remit is working with learning disabled and general 
community groups. 

� Hijinx endeavour to cast learning disabled actors alongside professionally 
trained actors whenever possible, creating an inclusive cast and, as there 
is currently no professional drama training for talented adults with 
learning disabilities in Wales, this is something we are addressing as a 
matter of urgency with plans in development to provide such training. 

� Hijinx set up the Odyssey Theatre project in 1999 – funded by the 
National Lottery up until 31st March 2011 [not part of the revenue grant]. 
Odyssey is a participatory community group for adults of all abilities who 
also collaborate with several local organizations Meadowbank Special 
School (a school for children with severe communication problems) and 
music students from Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama 

� Odyssey was runner up in the National Lottery Awards, Best Arts 
Project category in 2009. 

� Hijinx Outreach offers workshops and projects to people within the 
learning disabled community  

� Hijinx Outreach produces Unity Festival -  a week-long mixed ability 
festival of performances, workshops and other activities from companies 
across the world in collaboration with the WMC and Mencap Cymru -
 (historically funded through additional fundraising and with revenue grant 
support for core staff wages and general office costs.) 

� Hijinx’s revenue grant in 2010/11 is £234,448 + £29,990 lottery funding 
for Odyssey Theatre project - a figure which represents standstill funding 
for the last 5 years.  
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PET(4)-05-11 Paper 3a 

� From 1st April 2011 the grant will be £160,000 to include Odyssey. This 
represents a cut of £74,448 + £29,990 = £104,438  

� All ACW Quality Monitoring forms over the past three years have rated the 
company’s work “good” or “excellent” 

� ACW’s decision flies in the face of the Welsh Assembly Government’s 
priorities and is contrary to the aspirations of it’s own Investment Review. 

� With the new grant Hijinx will not be able develop work with people with 
learning disabilities and it represents a radical reduction in the activity 
currently offered.  

� There will be staff redundancies and a re-structuring of the company – 
and a marginalized community will suffer.  

� Hijinx are unique and innovative - the only company in Wales who offer 
professional opportunities to adults with learning disabilities, both as 
performers and workshop assistants.  Hijinx are committed to inclusive 
working and believe that everyone has something to offer regardless of 
ability. 
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 1 

 

HIJINX THEATRE 

 

Update for Petitions Committee – November 1
st

 2011 

 

 These additional comments relate mainly to the letter dated 19
th

 July to the Chair of this 

Committee from the Minister for Housing, Regeneration and Heritage, plus up-dates on 

previous papers. 

 

1 The Minister correctly points out that Hijinx have been successful in attracting 

additional grants from the Arts Council of Wales and we certainly welcome these grants and 

the confidence that the ACW have shown in Hijinx by awarding them. This is very good news 

but these grants are for specific purposes or projects and must only be used for them, and 

not the general development of core activity.  

 

In the interests of clarity here is a comparative table of grants for 2010/11 and 2011/12.   

  

 2010/11 2011/12 

Core revenue grant £234,448 £160,000 

Odyssey project grant (Lottery) * £29,990 0 

Restructuring grant ** £20,000 0 

Unity Festival grant (Lottery) * 0 £50,000 

Delivering drama training for adults with 

learning disabilities (Lottery) * 

0 £30,000 

Total ACW grants £284,438 £240,000 

 

Key :  

* all Lottery grants which are for specific purposes, the terms and conditions are governed    

   by DCMS via ACW, which require Hijinx to raise at least 25% of matching funding. 

 

**  The restructuring grant of £20K (2010/11) was to pay statutory redundancy to 4 staff,  

       specialised  legal advice on employment matters, and an Arts Management Consultant      

       to advise in the restructuring of the company.  This grant did not go into front-line arts   

       projects or activity. 

 

2 The Lottery grants cannot be viewed as a replacement for the dramatic reduction in 

core revenue funding and will not enable Hijinx to replace the permanent staff recently 

made redundant or reinstate the levels of activity provided for work that includes people 

with learning disabilities, both professional and participatory.  

 

3 Nevertheless Hijinx take pride in having secured the grants and will continue to 

ensure that all projects are delivered to the highest possible quality and focus on 

 engagement of people of all abilities in everything we do. 

 

4 Unity Festival 2011 was a huge international arts Festival, which included all art 

forms and people of all abilities working together.  The £50K grant helped us to build on the 
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success of 3 previous festivals which had been put together on a shoe-string. The aim is 

Unity continues to be an annual event, with annual applications to ACW. The Festival puts 

Wales at the forefront of inclusion and equality of opportunity – it has a growing 

international reputation with quality companies from around the world wanting to come 

and perform, run inclusive workshops and projects.  It leaves  a big legacy in Wales, and 

the international companies take a legacy of Wales back to their own countries. 

 

5 The simple financial truth is that our revenue grant was cut by 32% and we were 

asked to continue to deliver the Odyssey project from within this reduced grant.  If Odyssey 

was factored in, the cut was £39.5%.  The community tour (which ACW no longer wanted to 

support) had a net cost of £33K, while the Lottery grant, which supported Odyssey from 

1999 to March 2011, was £29,990.  The cost of delivering and developing Odyssey is virtually 

equal to the net cost of the community tour. 

 

6 Members should also be aware that the 3 year business plan submitted to the Arts 

Council at the end of September 2011 includes a programme of high quality 

 professional productions and participatory projects aimed specifically at widening 

access and breaking down barriers to participation. This will not be deliverable if the 

revenue grant remains at standstill for the next 3 years, and we will be required to make 

even further cuts to our core activity unless a modest increase in core revenue funding is 

possible.  

 

7 Offering drama training to adults with learning disabilities to enable them to perform 

and tour in professional productions is a new initiative.  We are working in partnership with 

Vision 21, and will set up the Hijinx Academy in January 2012.  ACW’s grant of £30K is to 

bring in world renowned companies to run short residencies for the students between 

March and December 2012. 

 

8 We welcome the Minister’s commitment to personally keep a close eye on the 

impact of the Arts Council’s Investment Review in terms of meeting the Welsh 

 Government’s key aims of widening access and breaking down barriers to 

participation in the arts for all the people of Wales.  

 

9 We also support the arms-length principle that the Minister refers to in terms of 

grants to individual organisations. 

 

10 Members of the Committee and The Minister can be reassured that Hijinx have 

enjoyed a close and constructive relationship with the Arts Council over many years and 

continue to do so. The current funding issue has not and will not have an impact on this 

relationship. 
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      PETITIONS COMMITTEE  - HIJINX THEATRE’S RESPONSE 

                   TO THE ARTS COUNCIL OF WALES  

1 As a direct consequence of ACW’s investment review Hijinx are the most 

 disadvantaged of the 71 arts organisations that continue to receive revenue 

funding. No other organisation has seen it’s revenue funding cut by anything like the 

39.5 % that Hijinx has suffered. The budget reduction is in fact £104.5K because the 

Odyssey project must now be delivered through core  revenue funding; 

previously it was funded via the lottery route. Odyssey is a mixed-ability community 

group that includes people with learning disabilities  working alongside people 

without as equals.  

2 To put matters into perspective in the current financial year, the 71 retained 

organisations will share £25.25million and 56 will receive an additional £3.7 million; 

10 will be at standstill and 5 will see a budget reduction. Hijinx are the only 

producing theatre company to have a reduction. Meanwhile the Arts Council’s grants 

budget has only received a modest 4% cut from the Welsh Government.   

3 As a direct result of this savage grant cut Hijinx are currently going through a 

 restructuring exercise and this involves making 4 of the total of 7 staff 

 compulsorily redundant by the end of July.  

4  The recent award of a £50k project grant for the mixed-ability week long 

Unity Festival is of course very welcome, however it is a project grant and must be 

spent specifically on the Unity Festival, and cannot be used to “ top-up” the revenue 

grant. It will not enable Hijinx to develop a sustainable  activity plan for the next 3 

years, which all the other retained organisations will be able to do.  Neither will it 

stop the redundancies. 

5 Hijinx were awarded a £20 K one-off payment to assist the company 

restructuring and pay statutory redundancy to staff leaving.  In my view this would 

have been public money better spent on creating activity to be enjoyed by people in 

Wales.  

6  Hijinx are a unique and groundbreaking Welsh theatre company whose 

reputation extends far outside Wales and the UK. They are the only company in 

Wales and only one of a few in the UK that provide opportunities for people with 

learning difficulties to experience the joys of live theatre and to work in a truly 

inclusive environment. They recently took a mixed ability group of 13 people to 

perform at a Festival in Seville to great acclaim. 

7! In June 2010 Hijinx were informed that the Arts Council were no longer 

prepared to fund the community tour and they would meet with the company  

to discuss indicative figures for planning purposes.  In September a formal 

meeting took place when ACW clarified what range of activity they were 

prepared to fund.   Hijinx made the financial case that the 2009 community 

tour had a net cost of £33K, and the Odyssey project grant was £29,990.  If 

Odyssey was to be delivered from the core revenue grant from April 2011 it 

would cost virtually the same as a community tour; if Odyssey was to be 

developed it needed investment.  (We had been on cash standstill for 4 years)  

"#$%&'()&*)++!",-./!01
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Following the meeting Hijinx were invited to submit plans based on CASH 

STANDSTILL – we felt that ACW had understood the financial case, as this 

was the only indication / guidance we ever had of possible grant level for 

2011/12.  The Board worked hard to find savings, and plan activity based on 

standstill.  Minor restructuring, changes to job descriptions to reflect activity, 

and shorter working time were all under discussion.  It was therefore a 

massive shock when we heard on 15
th

 December (via the media) that the 

grant for 2011/12 would be £160 K (2010/11 it had been £234,448 plus the 

project grant for Odyssey of £29,990) 

8! In the absence of clear planning advice (promised in writing in June 2010 in 2 

different documents), we assumed the substance of the September meeting and 

letters inviting an application based on cash standstill was a realistic indication 

of grant level, and understandably, did not start significant restructuring . This 

is even more depressing when you consider the Arts Council had 5 weeks 

(from Nov 5
th

- December 15
th

) to question the activity and financial  

information submitted and allow Hijinx the opportunity to clarify or respond. 

Bear in mind that Hijinx received the biggest cut of any retained organisation 

and so should have been a priority for such a meeting.  

9! In view of the above (7 & 8), Hijinx have lodged a formal complaint to ACW 

which is currently on-going.  

10! The Arts Council recognise that redundancies are essential, they fail to make 

the connection that with 4 staff out of 7 being made compulsorily redundant it 

will not be possible to maintain the existing level of activity involving people 

with learning disabilities, and certainly not develop further. The sad reality is 

that a reduced programme is inevitable and already a decision has been made 

not to undertake the usual and much acclaimed Odyssey Christmas production 

which has involved students from Meadowbank  Special School in Cardiff and 

music students from the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama for many 

years.  

11! Perhaps more worrying of all is the reality that the arts Council simply don’t 

understand what inclusive theatre is all about . It clearly sees the community 

tour and the inclusive work undertaken by Hijinx as separate and distinct. The 

whole point and thrust of inclusive theatre is NOT  to draw artificial 

distinctions between provision for learning and non learning disabled people, 

but to produce high-quality theatre for everyone.  Thankfully society is not 

like this and neither is Hijinx. The Unity Festival is only one feature of our 

work with includes learning disabled people. Odyssey provides regular weekly 

drama sessions along with a range of small “pod” performances for festivals, 

conferences etc. More recently Hijinx have engaged learning disabled actors 

to perform alongside professional actors in professional touring productions; 

the current show, “Old Hands”, employs 2 local actors with Downs syndrome. 

Are the Arts Council seriously saying these tours should stop? Or that 

inclusive productions should only perform for learning disabled audiences?  

12! There seems to be implied criticism that the community tour does not present 

a strong case for support. There have never been any questions raised before 
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about the consistency and quality of the productions for the general public in 

community venues. In fact the Arts Council’s own quality monitoring forms 

rated them  “good” or “excellent”. No concerns have ever been raised at  

annual review meetings, which have been overwhelmingly positive.   

13! Hijinx’s predicament is unique amongst the retained organisations and it is 

both complex and detailed. The devil is in the detail and whilst the Arts 

Council appear to recognise the contribution made to the arts in Wales by 

Hijinx this has unfortunately not been backed up by their decisions in respect 

of the level of revenue grant .   

14! Along with all other revenue organisations, Hijinx have a one-year funding 

agreement with ACW, with the expectation that revenue funding will remain 

at the same level for 3 years, i.e. until 2013/14.  Hijinx are asking for this to be 

reviewed and for an increase in 2012/13 to enable real investment and support 

of inclusive work. 

15! Hijinx remain committed to the belief that everyone has something to offer 

regardless of their ability, and that talent must be nurtured and developed 

whenever possible, always aiming for the highest standards. 
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PET(4)-05-11 Paper 4a 

 

P-04-328 MCA Modernising Coastguard Proposals  

Petition wording 

We the undersigned call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the 

Welsh Government to conduct independent risk impact assessments on the 

safety of coastal tourists, of the closure of MRCC Milford Haven, MRCC 

Holyhead, and the downgrading of MRCC Swansea to ’daylight hours 

Link to the petition: 
http://senedd.assemblywales.org/mgIssueHistoryHome.aspx?IId=1287&opti
onId=0 
 

Petition raised by: Graham Warlow 

 

Number of signatures: 293 

 

Supporting information:  

On December 16th 2010, the UK Coalition Government launched the Maritime 

& Coastguard Agency (MCA) Consultation on Modernising Coastguard for the 

21st Century.  The consultation process was originally due to end on March 

24th 2011, though this was later extended to May 5th 2011. 

Within Wales, the MCA proposal is to shut down the Maritime Rescue 

Coordination Centres (MRCC) at Milford Haven & Holyhead, and to 

downgrade Swansea to operate during ‘daylight hours’ only. (I am assuming 

that Swansea would be required to cover the whole of the Wales coastline 

during the daytime, though this detail was not provided within the MCA 

Consultation).  

During the night time, HM Coastguard Rescue Coordination services would 

be centralised to a Maritime Operations Centre (MOC) at Southampton or 

Portsmouth. 

Serious concerns arose throughout the UK that the closure of MRCC’s will 

also result in a loss of valuable & vital local knowledge, and the impact this 

would have on response to an emergency situation.  Considerable concern 

also arose concerning the lack of Risk Assessments presented with the 

Consultation. 

The ‘compendium’ of Risk Assessments were eventually published by the 

MCA, but these appear to be loaded in support of the MCA proposals, and 

Agenda Item 4
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also some elements were written subsequent to the Transport Select 

Committee requesting publication of the documents. (Risk Assessments 

available) 

Many local campaigns throughout the UK were formed along with many 

petitions. In Milford Haven, a local paper & online petition was started which 

eventually acquired in excess of 20,000 signatures opposing the MCA 

Modernisation Proposals. This petition was delivered to Downing Street, 

along with a 15,000 Signature National Online Petition, on Tuesday 29th June 

2011. 

So great were the concerns of so many, the Transport Select Committee 

launched a full Inquiry into the MCA proposals for Modernising the 

Coastguard, Emergency Towing Vessels (ETV), and the Maritime Incident 

Response Group (MIRG). 

The Save Milford Haven Coastguard Campaign submitted a formal response 

to the Transport Select Committee and was subsequently invited to 

Westminster for one member of the Campaign to offer evidence at the final 

Oral Evidence Meeting on May 24th 2011. (Campaign Response available) 

The subsequent Transport Select Committee Report on the Coastguard 

Modernisation was highly critical of the MCA Consultation Process. It states; 

“By failing to involve serving coastguard officers, unions, volunteers, 

stakeholders or the devolved administrations in the drafting of the current 

proposals for the future of the Coastguard, and by failing to publish a risk 

assessment of the current plans or an impact assessment of the previous 

round of closures until prompted, the MCA management has badly 

miscalculated. It has mishandled the consultation and made it appear 

opaque rather than clear and open-minded. It has appeared arrogant, and 

reluctant to open itself to proper scrutiny in the process. The atmosphere of 

disquiet and suspicion generated by this consultation process is of the MCA's 

own making.” 

Many debates have taken place in Westminster on the Coastguard 

Modernisation proposals, as well as a Short Debate at The Senedd. All of 

these debates have met with cross-party support in opposition to the 

proposals.  

The MCA also conducted a series of public meetings throughout the UK 

which met with fierce public opposition and many ending with unanimous 

votes of no confidence in the proposals. (Transcripts available) 

On May 19th 2011 , the Secretary of State for Transport Mr Phillip Hammond 

MP announced that the Government  were “looking again” at the MCA 
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proposals, fuelling speculation that a reprieve for some Coastguard Rescue 

Centres may be possible.  

The MCA have tasked an ‘Independent Review Team’ to analyse approx. 

1700 responses to the proposals, and is shortly to issue its own report. 

The Government have stated that it will make an announcement of 

‘Alternative Proposals’ before the Houses of Parliament rises on July 19th. We 

await that announcement. 

In the meantime, the National Assembly of Wales E-petition was started to 

urge the Wales Government to conduct its own independent Risk 

Assessments on Coastal Tourism associated with the closure of MRCC 

Milford Haven, MRCC Holyhead & the downgrading of MRCC Swansea to 

‘daylight hours’ only.  
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1

PCS response to the MCA consultation document, Protecting our 

seas and shores in the 21
st

 Century (July 2011 proposals) 

1. Introduction 
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@21+9+0&#-#./259?(21>#A?&7,B#C@.AD#E+9%#/4&1#FF<#0&0)&15"#@27B#/G#9%&5&#0&0)&15#21&#&08*/B&>#29#

@21+9+0&# H&5,(&# ./I/1>+729+/7# .&791&5# C@H..5D# 2*/7?# 9%&# 6J# ,/259*+7&# 27># 21&# >+1&,9*B# 2GG&,9&># )B#

81/8/52*5#+7#9%&#,/75(*929+/7#>/,(0&79"#

!":# $%+5# +5# 9%&# 5&,/7># 9+0&# '.3# %25# 5()0+99&># 2# ,/75(*929+/7# 1&58/75&# 9/# 9%&# 6J# K/4&170&79# /7#

./259?(21>#1&G/10"#L&#E&*,/0&#9%&#2)27>/70&79#/G#9%&#/1+?+72*#8*275#G/**/E+7?#2#0255+4&#8()*+,#/(9,1B#

27>#5,29%+7?#821*+20&7921B#,1+9+,+50"#M/E&4&1=#E%+*59#9%&#1&4+5&>#8*275#21&#*&55#>&591(,9+4&=#9%&B#1&02+7#

>&&8*B#G*2E&>"#$%+5#5()0+55+/7#5&95#/(9#/(1#/)N&,9+/75#9/#9%&#1&4+5&>#8*27#27>#/(1#,/7,&175#2)/(9#8()*+,#

52G&9B#5%/(*>#9%&#81/8/5&>#,(95#81/?1200&#)&#+08*&0&79&>#

!"O# P&58+9&# 5&&Q+7?# 255(127,&5# >(1+7?# 9%&# G+159# ,/75(*929+/7# 81/,&55# 9%29# 1&4+5&># 81/8/52*5# E/(*># )&#

>12E7#(8# +7# G(**#,/75(*929+/7#E+9%#'.3=#E&#21&#&R91&0&*B#>+5288/+79&># 9%29# 9%&#5&,/7>#5&9#/G#81/8/52*5#

8()*+5%&>#+7#S(*B#E&1&#92)*&>#E+9%/(9#27B#G/102*#>+5,(55+/75#E+9%#/(15&*4&5"###

!"T#$%&#$12758/19#3&*&,9#./00+99&&#E25#&R91&0&*B#,1+9+,2*#/G# 9%&#@.A#&21*+&1# +7#9%&#B&21#2)/(9#9%&#G2,9#

9%29#/8&129+/72*#/GG+,&15#E&1&#7/9#,/75(*9&>=#27>#B&9#9%&#@.A#27>#?/4&170&79##%25#7/E#8()*+5%&>#1&4+5&>#

81/8/52*5#E%+,%#59+**#%24&#7/9#)&&7#9%&#5()N&,9#/G#>+5,(55+/7#E+9%#/(1#0&0)&15"#U9#5&&05#+7,1&>+)*&#9%29#

27#/1?27+529+/7#9%29#1&*+&5#/7#9%&#81/G&55+/72*+50#27>#5Q+**5#/G#+95#G1/79#*+7&#592GG#%25#7/9#,/75(*9&>#9%/5&#

592GG#/7#9%&#G(9(1&#591(,9(1&#/G#9%&#./259?(21>#)&G/1&#5()0+99+7?#2#5&,/7>#5&9#/G#81/8/52*5#9/#@+7+59&15"##

!"F#U7#9%&#2)5&7,&#/G#,/75(*929+/7#G1/0#0272?&0&79=#'.3#%25#,211+&>#/(9#+95#/E7#,/75(*929+/7"#L&#%24&#

N(59#,/7,*(>&>#2#)2**/9#/G#./259?(21>5#/7#9%&#1&4+5&>#8*275"#

L&#25Q&>=#VDo you have any confidence that the proposals for the future of the coastguard service 

will protect the public’s safety?”  

WXY#/G#./259?(21>#0&0)&15#1&58/7>&>#VZ[\"#$%+5#+5#2#5&1+/(5#+7>+,90&79#/G#9%&#1&4+5&>#@.A#8*275#27>#

2#1&5(*9#9%29#@.A#0272?&0&79#27>#9%&#K/4&170&79#5%/(*>#,/75+>&1#0/59#5&1+/(5*B"#

!"X#L&#)&*+&4&#9%29#9%&#81/8/5&>#,*/5(1&#/G#/7&#5929+/7#+7#&2,%#82+1+7?#25#,(11&79*B#1&,/00&7>&>=#E+9%#2#

1&>(,9+/7# +7# 9%&# 592GG+7?# +7# 9%&# 1&02+7+7?# 5929+/7=# E/(*># *&2># 9/# 5&1+/(5# /8&129+/72*# >+GG+,(*9+&5# 02Q+7?#

9E&79B# G/(1# %/(1# ,/4&1# +08/55+)*&"# @/1&/4&1# E&# E+**# */5&# 4+92*# */,2*# Q7/E*&>?&# +7# 9%/5&# 21&25# E%&1&#

5929+/75#E+**#,*/5&#

!"]#$%&#G&&>)2,Q#9/#'.3#G1/0#9%&#?&7&12*#8()*+,#27>#2*5/#9%&#1&58/75&#29#8()*+,#,/75(*929+/7#0&&9+7?5#

%25#)&&7#/7&#/G#,/08*&9&#/88/5+9+/7#9/#9%&#,(11&79#@.A#81/8/52*5"#

!"W#$%&#@.A#%25#59+**#G2+*&>#9/#02Q&#+95#,25&#G/1#,%27?&"#$%&#81/8/52*5#21&#29#/>>5#E+9%#277/(7,&0&795#

02>&# )B# 9%&# ^(1/8&27# ./00+55+/7# /7# +081/4&># +79&1729+/72*# ,/**2)/129+/7# 27># 2# 8/55+)*&# 5+7?*&#

^(1/8&27#,/259?(21>#5&14+,&"##

'^$CTDI<FI!!#'28&1#TG
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!";#$%&1&#%25#)&&7#,1/55#8219B#/88/5+9+/7#9/#9%&#@.A#81/8/52*5"#[(1#0&0)&15#,/79+7(&#9/#5&7>#+7#*&99&15#

/G# 5(88/19# G/1# 9%&# ,/259?(21># 5&14+,&# G1/0# 9%&+1# @'5# 27># @3'5"# ^P@# !:FX# E%+,%# /88/5&># 9%&#

K/4&170&79_5# 8*275# 9/# ,*/5&# ,/259?(21># 5929+/75# %25# )&&7# 5+?7&># )B# !!O# @'5"# $%&# K/4&170&795# /G#

3,/9*27>=#L2*&5#27>#Z/19%&17#U1&*27>#%24&#8()*+,*B#1&?+59&1&>##,/7,&175"###

!"!<#L&#1&,/00&7>#9%29#9%+5#5&,/7>#5&9#/G#81/8/52*5#+5#8(9#/7#%/*>#9/#2**/E#G/1#2#?&7(+7&#,/75(*929+/7#

&R&1,+5&#/7# 9%&# G(9(1&#/G# 9%&#./259?(21>#E+9%#592GG"#Z&4&19%&*&55#E&#>/#5&9#/(9#)&*/E#,/00&795# 9/#)&#

,/75+>&1&>#E%+,%#E&#%/8&#,27#+7G/10#9%&#7&&>#G/1#2#81/8&1#,/75(*929+/7#&R&1,+5&"#

2. The proposals – our response 

:"!#'.3#5(88/195#2#729+/72*#591(,9(1&#25#/88/5&>#9/#9%&#,(11&79#82+1&>#591(,9(1&"#

:":#L&#)&*+&4&#9%29#9%&1&#5%/(*>#)&#2#729+/72*#7&9E/1Q#/G#@H3.5#C+7,*(>+7?#`/7>/7D#2,1/55#9%&#6J#E%+,%#

21&#2**#:T#%/(1#/8&129+/72*#27>#21&#*+7Q&>#9/?&9%&1#27>#+79/=#2#,&7912*#@21+9+0&#[8&129+/7#.&791&#C@[.D"#

$%&#@[.#+7#9%+5#5,&721+/#E/(*>#81/4+>&#1&5+*+&7,&#5%/(*>#27B#@H3.#?/#>/E7#/1#?/#/GG*+7&

:"O# '.3# 2,Q7/E*&>?&5# 9%29# 9%&# ,(11&79# 591(,9(1&# /G# 9%&# ./259?(21># 3&14+,&# %25# ,/0&# 2)/(9=# 7/9# )B#

>&5+?7=#)(9#)B#8+&,&0&2*#&4/*(9+/7"#$%&#,(11&79#!;#@H..#591(,9(1&#%25#>&4&*/8&>#/4&1#9%&#B&215"#L%+*59#

+9#02B#7/9#)&#9%&#+>&2*#>&5+?7=#E&#)&*+&4&#9%&#5&14+,&#E/1Q5#E&**#/4&12**=#>&58+9&#)&+7?#+7#7&&>#+7#7&&>#/G#

9&,%7/*/?+,2*#2>427,&0&79#+7,*(>+7?#9%&#81/4+5+/7#/G#2#Va&55&*#$12,Q+7?#3B59&0\"##

:"T#$%&#,(11&79#81/8/52*5#%/E&4&1#%/*>#7/#,1&>+)+*+9B#E+9%#592GG#>&*+4&1+7?# V3&21,%#27>#H&5,(&\# C3AHD"#

$%+5# +5# 1&G*&,9&># +7# 9%&# G2,9# 9%29#WXY#/G#592GG#%24&#52+># 9%&B#%24&#7/#,/7G+>&7,&# 9%29# 9%&#81/8/52*5#E+**#

81/9&,9#9%&#8()*+,"#$%&#@.A#%25#59+**#7/9#02>&#+95#,25&#G/1#,%27?&"##

:"F#'.3#>/&5#7/9#)&*+&4&#9%29#9%&#81/8/5&>#591(,9(1&#E+**#E/1Q"#$%&#&592)*+5%0&79#/G#/7&#@[.#E+9%#7+7&#

529&**+9&5#E+**=# E&# )&*+&4&=# 1&5(*9# +7# 9//#0(,%# 81&55(1&#E+9%+7# 9%&#@[.#27># 9%&#@H3.5# 25# 9%&# 592GG+7?#

*&4&*5#+7#9%&#@H3.5#21&#+72>&b(29&#9/#81/4+>&#52G&#3AH#+7#E%29#E+**#)&#2#E+>&1#?&/?128%+,2*#21&2"##

:"X#U7#9%&#+7+9+2*#,/75(*929+/7#E&#5929&>#9%29#/(1#0&0)&15=#&4&7#9%/5&#0/59#*+Q&*B#9/#592GG#9%&#@[.=#)&*+&4&#

9%29# 1&5/(1,&5# 255+?7&># 9/# 9%&# 81/8/5&># @[.# E+**# 1&5(*9# +7# (7>(&# 81&55(1&"# $%&# &592)*+5%0&79# /G# 2#

,&7912*+5&>#/8&129+/7#E+**#7/9#2>>1&55#/7&#/G#9%&#Q&B#,/7,&175#'.3#%25#/4&1#9%&#*/55#/G#*/,2*#Q7/E*&>?&"##

Local knowledge 

:"]#`/,2*#Q7/E*&>?&#+5#&55&79+2*#9/#9%&#&GG&,9+4&#27>#128+>#>&8*/B0&79#/G#5&21,%#27>#1&5,(&#21/(7>#9%&#

,/259"#L&#%24&# ,/(79*&55# &R208*&5# /G#E%&1&# /(1#0&0)&15_# */,2*# Q7/E*&>?&#%25# )&&7# +7591(0&792*# +7#

&75(1+7?#7/#*/55#9/#*+G&"##

:"W# $%&#@.A# 52B5# 9%&B# %/8&# 9/# 1&8*+,29&# */,2*# Q7/E*&>?&# 9%1/(?%# 9E/#0&275"# c+159*B=# )B# (5+7?# */,2*#

./2592*#32G&9B#[GG+,&15#C.3[5D#27>#./259?(21>#H&5,(&#[GG+,&15#C.H[5D"#M/E&4&1=#9%+5#+5#+0812,9+,2*#25#

,/792,9+7?#.3[#27>#.H[5#02B#,2(5&#2#>&*2B# +7#9%&#>&8*/B0&79"#c(19%&10/1&=# +G#2#@[.#+5#1&,&+4+7?#2#

;;;#,2**#27># */,2*#Q7/E*&>?&#/G#9%&#21&2#/1#>+2*&,9# +5#1&*&4279=# 9%&7#+9# +5#8/55+)*&#9%29#,/75+>&12)*&#9+0&#

02B#)&#*/59#)B#9%&#>&8*/B0&79#/G#1&5/(1,&5#+7#,/08*&9&*B#9%&#E1/7?#8219#/G#9%&#,/(791B#/1#2#,/75+>&12)*&#

9+0&#>&*2B=#E%+,%#,/(*>#1&5(*9#+7#9%&#*/55#/G#*+G&"##

:";#A#5&,/7>#G*2E&>#255(089+/7#/7#9%&#8219#/G#@.A#0272?&0&79#+5#9%29#592GG#+7#@H..5#>(&#9/#,*/5&=#E+**#

0/4&#9/#9%&#@[.5"#$%+5#+5#29#)&59#2#4&1B#)124&#27>#29#E/159=#2#G//*+5%=#255(089+/7"##
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:"!<#P(1+7?#9%&# +7+9+2*#,/75(*929+/7#&R&1,+5&#E&#58/Q&#9/#2**#/(1#0&0)&15#27># +9#E25#,*&21#9%29#4&1B#G&E#

592GG#C*&55#9%27#!<YD#E/(*>#)&#E+**+7?#9/#0/4&#9/#9%&#@[.5"#$%29#8/5+9+/7#%25#7/9#,%27?&>#27>#)/>&5#+**#

G/1#9%&#@[.#)&+7?#2)*&#9/#1&8*+,29&#*/,2*#Q7/E*&>?&"##

Technology - Radio communication 

:"!!#./7,&175#&R81&55&>#+7#/(1#*259#5()0+55+/7#%24&#59+**#7/9#)&&7#2>>1&55&>"##

:"!:#A9#81&5&79#9E/#5929+/75#,277/9#5%21&#9%&#520&#2&1+2*"#$%+5#0&275#9%29#+G#27#+7,+>&79#,/00&7,&5#29#

/7&#5929+/7#+9#&GG&,9+4&*B#92Q&5#9%29#2&1+2*#/(9#/G#(5&#)B#27B#/9%&1#5929+/7#9%29#02B#7&&>#+9#9/#,/00(7+,29&#

9/#8&15/75#+7#>+591&55#+7#9%&+1#21&2"#

:"!O#67>&1# 9%&#81/8/5&>#,/75(*929+/7#E&#(7>&15927># +9# +5# +79&7>&># 9/# +08*&0&79#9%&#7&E#591(,9(1&#E+9%#

&R+59+7?#9&,%7/*/?B#4+2#2#5/G9E21&#(8?12>&#/7*B"#L+9%+7#9%&#,(11&79#1/**&>#/(9#(8?12>&#9%&1&#21&#2*1&2>B#

7(0&1/(5#G2(*95"#L&#)&*+&4&#9%29#27B#729+/72*#591(,9(1&#0(59#%24&#2#7&E#5B59&0"#

:"!T#'.3#)&*+&4&5#+9#E/(*>#)&#7&?*+?&79#9/#+791/>(,&#2#7&E#591(,9(1&#+79/#2#&0&1?&7,B#5&14+,&=#(7*&55#+9#+5#

G(**B#9&59&>#81+/1#9/#+08*&0&7929+/7"#U7,/11&,9#>&,+5+/75#,/(*>#1&5(*9#+7#9%&#*/55#/G#*+G&"#L&#)&*+&4&#9%29#9%&#

81/8/52*5#0(59#)&#9&59&>#)&G/1&#27B#>&,+5+/7#+5#02>&=#/9%&1E+5&#9%&#@.A#E+**#)&#,(*82)*&#+7#9%&#&4&79#/G#

*/55#/G#*+G&"##

Location of the MOC  

:"!F#'.3#%25#2*1&2>B#5()0+99&>#/(1#2*9&1729+4&#81/8/52*5#1&?21>+7?#%/E#27B#@[.#5%/(*>#G(7,9+/7#27>#)&#

592GG&>"#L&#%24&#2*5/#5929&>#/(1#/88/5+9+/7#9/#27B#5929+/7#,*/5(1&5#9%29#1&5(*9#+7#,/08(*5/1B#1&>(7>27,+&5#

/1#,/08(*5/1B#1&*/,29+/7"#'.3#59+**#%25#?124&#,/7,&175#/4&1#9%&#*/,29+/7#/G#9%&#@[.#27>#E&#E/(*>#2*5/#

E+5%#9/#1&I&08%25+5&#/(1#81/8/52*5#1&?21>+7?#82B#27>#1&E21>#9%29#E&#5()0+99&>#9/#9%&#+7+9+2*#,/75(*929+/7#

8219+,(*21*B#+7#1&*29+/7#9/#1&*/,29+/7"#

:"!X# 392GG# +7#@H..5# >(&# 9/# ,*/5&=# 21&# )&+7?# (71&2*+59+,2**B# &R8&,9&># 9/# 1&*/,29&# 9/# 3/(9%2089/7# E+9%#

%+?%&1#,/595#/G# *+4+7?"#3/(9%2089/7# +5#/7&#/G# 9%&#0/59#&R8&75+4&#21&25#G/1# 1&5+>&79+2*#%/0&5#/(9#/G# 9%&#

21&25# E%&1&# E&# ,(11&79*B# %24&# ./259?(21># 5929+/75"# ./259?(21># [GG+,&15# 21&# 0/59# *+Q&*B# 9/# )&# 9%&#

5&,/7>21B#E2?&#&217&1#E+9%+7#9%&#%/(5&%/*>"#67*&55#9%&#81+021B#E2?&#&217&1#+5#2)*&#9/#1&*/,29&#9/#5(,%#

27#&R8&75+4&#21&2=#9%&B#E+**#7/9#)&#2)*&#G/**/E"#$%&#2?&#81/G+*&#/G#027B#592GG#+7#+95&*G#E+**#81/%+)+9#9%&0#G1/0#

0/4+7?#25#9%&B#E+**#7/9#)&#2)*&#9/#?&9#0/19?2?&5"#

HR and linked remuneration issues

:"!]#U7#2>>+9+/7#9/#,/7,&175#1&?21>+7?#9%&#2GG/1>2)+*+9B#/G#1&*/,29+/7#E&#%24&#/7?/+7?#,/7,&175#?&7&12**B#

1&?21>+7?# 1&0(7&129+/7#27>#'.3#%25#)&&7# +7#>+58(9&#E+9%# 9%&#&08*/B&1# G/1#0/1&# 9%27# G/(1# B&215#/4&1#

*&4&*5#/G#82B"#U9#%25#)&&7#52+>#9/#(5#9%29#9%&#,(11&79#81/8/52*5#E/(*>#%/8&G(**B#1&5/*4&#9%29#82B#>+58(9&"#

M/E&4&1=#25#9%&1&#+5#7/#0&79+/7#27BE%&1&#+7#9%&#>/,(0&79#/G#9%&#82B#*&4&*5#255+?7&>#9/#9%&#7&E#N/)5#+9#

5&&05#(7*+Q&*B#9%29#9%+5#E+**#)&#2,%+&4&>"

#:"!W#[(1#0&0)&15#&08*/B&>#+7#9%&#@.A#21&#5/0&#/G#9%&#*/E&59#82+>#E+9%+7#9%&#.+4+*#3&14+,&#27>#21&#9%&#

*/E&59#82+>#/G# 9%&#&0&1?&7,B#5&14+,&5"#[(1#0&0)&15#21&#(7>&182+>#27>#(7>&142*(&>#G/1# 9%&#E/1Q# 9%&B#

>/"#$%&#&GG&,9#/G# 9%+5#(7>&142*(+7?#27>#(7>&182B0&79#/G#./259?(21>#[GG+,&15#,27#)&#5&&7# +7#d210/(9%#

E%&1&# 1&,1(+90&79# 9/# L+7># c2105=# /7# )&99&1# E2?&5=# %25# 5&&7# 9%&# ./259?(21># 5929+/7# 29# d210/(9%#

>&,+029&>#+7#9&105#/G#592GG#9%&1&"#A5#2#1&5(*9#9%&#@.A#%25#9/#>12G9#+7#/9%&1#1&5/(1,&5#G1/0#/9%&1#@H..5#
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E%+,%#8/9&79+2**B#*&24&#/9%&1#5929+/75#5%/19#/G#592GG"#@27B#/G#/(1#0&0)&15#%24&#9/#92Q&#/7#2>>+9+/72*#N/)5#

9/#5(88*&0&79#9%&+1#+7,/0&"##

:"!;#U7#2#1&,&79#)2**/9#/G#/(1#0&0)&15#;;Y#5(88/19&>#2#,2**#G/1#G(**#27>#/8&7#,/75(*929+/7#E+9%#'.3#/7#9%&#

@.A_5#8*275# +7,*(>+7?#82B# 129&5"#L&#%24&#25Q&>#0272?&0&79#1&8&29&>*B# 9/# 92)*&#81/8/52*5=#)(9# 9/#7/#

242+*"#UG#0272?&0&79#E&1&#5&1+/(5#2)/(9#G+72**B#1&5/*4+7?#9%&#>+58(9&#E%B#%24&#9%&B#7/9=#&4&7#+G#/7*B#/7#27#

V+7# ,/7G+>&7,&\# 27># VE+9%/(9# 81&N(>+,&\# )25+5=# ?+4&7# '.3# 5+?%9# /G# 27B# 81/8/52*5"# L&# %24&# 2*1&2>B#

5()0+99&>#+7#/(1#G+159#1&58/75&#/(1#81/8/52*5#G/1#2#1&4+5&>#82B#27>#1&E21>#591(,9(1&"#L&#E/(*>#E&*,/0&#

>+5,(55+/75#/7#81/?1&55+7?#/(1#81/8/52*5"#
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3. Conclusion 
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“  ... this same blessed Milford: and by 

the way tell me how Wales was made so 

happy as to inherit such a haven... “ 

 

William Shakespeare 

Cymbeline Act 3, Scene 2, (1611) 

 

 

 

 

 

“Milford Haven - the finest port of 

Christendom” 

 

Admiral Horatio Nelson (1802) 
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1. On December 16th 2010, the UK Coalition Government launched the Maritime & 

Coastguard Agency (MCA) Consultation on Modernising Coastguard for the 21st Century. 

The consultation process was originally due to end on March 24th 2011, though this was 

later extended to May 5th 2011. One of the Key Drivers for Modernisation was stated to be 

‘Resilience’.  

Within Wales, the MCA proposal was to shut down the Maritime Rescue Coordination 

Centres (MRCC) at Milford Haven and Holyhead, and to downgrade Swansea to operate 

during ‘daylight hours’ only. 

The initial proposals meant that Search & Rescue Coordination Services were to be 

centralised to 2 x Maritime Operations Centres at Southampton/Portsmouth and also 

Aberdeen.  

This would’ve meant that during night-time, Search & Rescue Coordination would have 

been carried out at either of these Maritime Operations Centres. 

Serious concerns arose throughout the UK that the closure of MRCC’s and the centralising 

services would result in a loss of valuable and vital local knowledge, and the subsequent 

impact this would have had on emergency response times. 

Considerable concern also arose concerning the lack of Risk Assessments presented with 

the Consultation. 

2. Many local campaigns throughout the UK were formed along with many petitions.  

In Milford Haven, a petition was started which eventually acquired in excess of 20,000 

signatures opposing the MCA Modernisation Proposals in its current form. This petition was 

delivered to Downing Street, along with a 15,000 Signature National Online Petition, on 

Tuesday 29th June 2011. 

So great were the concerns of so many, the Transport Select Committee launched a full 

Inquiry into the MCA proposals for Modernising the Coastguard, Emergency Towing Vessels 

(ETV), and the Maritime Incident Response Group (MIRG). 

A ‘compendium’ of Risk Assessments was eventually published by the MCA, but these 

appeared to be weighted in support of the MCA proposals, and also some elements were 

written subsequent to the Transport Select Committee requesting publication of the 

documents. 
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The subsequent Transport Select Committee Report on the Coastguard Modernisation was 

highly critical of the MCA Consultation Process.  It stated; 

“By failing to involve serving coastguard officers, unions, volunteers, stakeholders or the 

devolved administrations in the drafting of the current proposals for the future of the 

Coastguard, and by failing to publish a risk assessment of the current plans or an impact 

assessment of the previous round of closures until prompted, the MCA management has 

badly miscalculated. It has mishandled the consultation and made it appear opaque rather 

than clear and open-minded. It has appeared arrogant, and reluctant to open itself to proper 

scrutiny in the process. The atmosphere of disquiet and suspicion generated by this 

consultation process is of the MCA's own making.” 

 

3. During the initial Consultation Period, the MCA also conducted a series of public meetings 

throughout the UK. Many of these met with fierce public opposition with the majority 

ending with unanimous votes of no confidence in the proposals. 

The MCA Consultation ended on May 6
th

 2011. The MCA then tasked an ‘Independent 

Review Team’ to analyse an approximate 1700 responses to the proposals. 

On May 19th 2011, the Secretary of State for Transport Mr Phillip Hammond MP announced 

that the Government was “looking again” at the MCA proposals, fuelling speculation that a 

reprieve for some Coastguard Rescue Centres was possible. 

On July 4
th

 2011, a National Assembly of Wales E-petition was started to urge the Wales 

Government to conduct its own independent Risk Assessment on Coastal Tourism 

associated with the closure of MRCC Milford Haven, MRCC Holyhead & the downgrading of 

MRCC Swansea to ‘daylight hours’ only. 

 

4. On July 14th 2011, the then Secretary of State for Transport Mr Philip Hammond MP 

announced a revision to the MCA Modernisation Proposals. 

The ‘revised proposals’ had clearly addressed some of the concerns demonstrated during 

the initial consultation and MRCC Milford Haven and MRCC Holyhead were reprieved from 

closure, and would operate as 24/7 Rescue Co-ordination Centres.  An announcement was 

made at this time that MRCC Swansea would close. 

The concept of ‘day-time hours only’ MRCC’s is no longer considered a suitable for maritime 

search & rescue in the UK. However, the MCA now propose that 1 x 24hr Maritime 

Operations Centre based in Southampton will distribute Search & Rescue Coordination 

services throughout the UK.  
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This will in effect mean that when either Milford Haven or Holyhead Coastguard are busy, 

any incidents within the area of responsibility will be distributed to a quieter Coastguard 

Station. Essentially this would mean that a Search & Rescue incident on the coastline of 

Wales, and off the coast of Wales could well be coordinated from as far away as Shetland or 

Stornoway.   

Local Knowledge is vitally important at a Search & Rescue Coordination level! 

The Original Consultation Document stated that “Managing an incident at sea is a 

considerable responsibility and requires substantial experience and knowledge, including an 

understanding of tides and weather, radio communications protocols, the theory and 

practice of search planning, an ability to assess risks, and decision-making skill. Over time 

Coastguards in Coordination Centres study for and acquire specialist, professional 

qualifications covering Search Planning, Radio Communications and how to act in the role of 

Search Mission Coordinator” 

That statement failed to include a number of points; 

I. Managing an incident on the Coast is also a considerable responsibility which requires 

substantial experience and knowledge - Local Knowledge in particular!  

Over time Coastguards in Coordination Centres acquire a significant amount of local 

knowledge and local expertise and it is recognised that this knowledge is a fundamental tool 

in the armouries of an SMC. 

II. The statement also failed to mention that Coastguards are required under MCA 

Regulations to undertake an examination on Local Knowledge once every 2 years. 

Coastguard Coordination Staff throughout the United Kingdom develop their intimate and 

vital local knowledge & relationships over many years. Staff in Milford Haven and Swansea 

are required to undertake a Local Knowledge examination once a year. This Local 

Knowledge should never be undervalued, it SAVES LIVES. 

In practice it can be divided into 3 elements; Location Awareness, Situational Awareness, 

and Operational Relationships. 

I. Location Awareness enables a Search & Rescue Mission Coordinator (SMC) to immediately 

identify an incident location & task the appropriate SAR resource, when somebody finds 

themselves in Grave & Imminent Danger. It allows them to assess and plan a SAR Mission 

quickly and effectively. Additionally, it allows them to be aware of and assess any associated 

dangers that may exist during the incident. 

All 3 MRCC’s in Wales have responsibility for areas where both Welsh and English place 

names are commonly used. There are places with combined Welsh & English names, and 

uncharted or un-mapped local nick-names for bays or rocks. 
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Immediate Local Knowledge is vitally important to giving the swiftest possible response to 

any incident. Tourists are often unable to pronounce properly their location, especially if 

they are panicking. They are however, always able to describe their surroundings.  

 

II. Situational Awareness enables an SMC to maintain a ‘Surface Picture’ or ‘Maritime 

Domain Awareness’ of their particular Search & Rescue Region (SRR). In the event of being 

alerted to a distress and emergency situation, an SMC is often able to identify a ‘Non –

Declared Resource’ and task them to assist when necessary. A ‘Non-Declared Resource’ is 

something other than RNLI or Coastguard. Pleasure craft, Pilot Vessels, Water Ranger, MOD 

Ranges Safety Vessels & Fishing Vessels could all be considered ‘Non-Declared Resources’. 

III. Operational Relationships are established over time between SAR providers and their 

controlling Coordination Centre. It is widely considered that an element of ‘local knowledge’ 

is the strong and valued relationships plus mutual respect that Coastguard Operations Room 

Staff develop with Local SAR Stakeholders, be they Coastguard Rescue Volunteers or RNLI 

Crew etc. This is something that Volunteers consider to be important, particularly so during 

SAR (Search & Rescue) Operations. 

 

5. The ‘revised proposals’ were subject to a further consultation period which ended on 

October 6th 2011. 

The 2
nd

 Consultation has now pitted MRCC Milford Haven against MRCC Swansea, and 

MRCC Holyhead against MRCC Liverpool. It is not a case that any MRCC in Wales is safe yet. 

During this 2
nd

 Consultation period, Swansea Coastguard developed a campaign to reprieve 

its Coastguard Station from closure, and delivered a 100,000 + signature petition to 

Westminster, opposing the closure of MRCC Swansea. 

 

6. In addition to the apparent lack of credible Risk Assessments, no Security Impact 

Assessments were carried out.  

With the increased status of Milford Haven as the ‘Energy Capital of the UK’ comes an 

increased security risk. This risk was identified by the Welsh Affairs Select Committee in 

their Fifteenth Report, which identified the importance of Milford Haven to the whole of the 

UK. Subsequently additional funding was provided to Dyfed Powys Police to provide a 

dedicated Armed Response Team for the Port. 

The Report recognised that the threat to maritime infrastructure has been raised and 

addressed by the UK Government's updated National Security Strategy. 
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It also states that to ensure Welsh ports are secure “depends on number of different 

aspects. These include: dedicated police and border agency staff; intelligence-sharing on the 

threat facing ports; co-operation from stakeholders such as the Coastguard, and the local 

community”. 

The Report goes on to mention “the important role that the ports communities and 

stakeholders play in assisting with the gathering of information and intelligence needed to 

assess security risks. The role of Maritime and Coastguard Agency was in particular deemed 

to be significant in alerting the authorities to unusual activities along the coast.” 

 

7. Maritime Rescue Coordination Centres are also partners in ‘Coastwatch Wales’. This is an 

initiative designed to enhance the security of the Welsh coast line by identifying both 

vessels and individuals engaged in suspicious maritime and coastal based activity. Such 

activity could be linked to smuggling, organised crime or terrorist activity.   

Coastwatch Wales is an amalgamation of specialist officers and agencies including Customs, 

Immigration, Police, Coastguard and the Royal Navy. Its intention is to disrupt those 

engaged in criminal activity through effective communication with the maritime and coastal 

community and continue to make the coastline and waterways of Wales a safe environment 

for all to enjoy. 

 

8. Given the level of criticism and suspicion, “of the MCA's own making”, it is not 

unreasonable to mis-trust the Risk Assessments offered by the MCA.   

The MCA ‘Revised Proposals’ were published in a little less than 6 weeks after the closure of 

the 1
st

 Consultation process.  It is therefore not unreasonable to consider that vital elements 

may have been overlooked by the MCA given the ‘hurried’ nature of the ‘alternatives’.  

The National Assembly E-Petition was started based on the proposed closure of MRCC 

Milford Haven, MRCC Holyhead, and the downgrading of MRCC Swansea to ‘daylight hours 

only’. 

In light of the MCA ‘revised’ Proposals, we remain committed to calling upon the National 

Assembly of Wales to urge the Wales Government to conduct independent risk & impact 

assessments on tourism, if any of the 3 Maritime Rescue Coordination Centres in Wales 

were to close. 
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P-03-288 National Strategy on Independent Living 

Petition wording 

 
We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Assembly 

Government to introduce a National Strategy on Independent Living that recognises 

the equal right of all disabled people to live in the community, with choices equal to 

others, and to ensure that this is facilitated through effective and appropriate 

measures. 

Link to the petition: http://www.assemblywales.org/gethome/e-petitions-
old/admissible-pet/p-03-288.htm 
 

Petition raised by: Disability Wales 
 
Number of signatures: 719 
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PET(4)-05-11 Paper 5b 
 
Thanks Rhodri, 
 
As you’ll appreciate, we’re delighted with the Minister’s announcement of 
a Framework for Action on Independent Living. The Minister will be 
making a public announcement about the Framework at our 
AGM/seminar tomorrow and we will shortly be meeting with Carys 
Evans, the civil servant who has been delegated lead responsibility for 
developing it. 
 
As well as being a huge step forward for disabled people in Wales, we 
regard it as a success story for the Petitions Committee. I very much 
doubt whether we would be in this position without the petition process.  
 
Regards, 
 
Paul 
 
Paul Swann 

Policy Officer (Independent Living) 
Disability Wales / Anabledd Cymru 
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P-03-308 Save Gwent Theatre 

Petition wording 

We call on the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government to ensure funding 
is continued for Gwent Theatre. The removal of this highly valued resource from the 
communities it has served for over thirty years deprives young people of a significant 
opportunity to engage with the Arts. 

Link to petition:  http://www.assemblywales.org/gethome/e-petitions-
old/admissible-pet/p-03-308.htm 

Petition raised by: George Davis-Stewart 

Number of signatures: 1118 
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P-03-311 Spectacle Theatre 

Petition wording 

We call on the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government to 
ensure that funding continues for the award winning, Rhondda Valley-based, 
Spectacle Theatre Company. The Company has served schools and 
communities for over thirty years, and its loss will deprive people of a long-
established, invaluable resource and, therefore, future opportunities to 
engage with local theatre and drama.  

Link to petition: http://www.assemblywales.org/gethome/e-petitions-
old/admissible-pet/p-03-311.htm 

Petition raised by: Friends of Spectacle Theatre 

Number of signatures: 2158 

Supporting information: 

The Spectacle Theatre company was established in 1979. The Arts Council of 
Wales has recently decided to cease its funding for the company, starting 
from the next financial year (April 2011).  
 
Throughout decades of engagement with schools and diverse community 
projects in Rhondda Cynon Taf and other local authorities, Spectacle Theatre 
continues to produce high-quality theatrical work that addresses challenging 
social and other important issues. The company seeks to promote and 
enhance equality and a sense of citizenship, hence contributing to 
community cohesion. It seems clear that the ethos and work of the company 
has already internalised the spirit and practice of many, relevant elements of 
the One Wales document.  
 
In a Cabinet statement on One Wales Commitments to the Arts, earlier in 
2010, the Heritage Minister, Alun Ffred Jones stated that Local communities 
matter, and providing arts for the people of Wales, wherever they live, to 
watch or participate in, is essential.  
 
Spectacle Theatre continues to achieve this aim in reality. For example, over 
the past twelve months, the company has engaged in a total of 385 
performance and workshop sessions, reaching a total of 14,329 participants, 
of which over 12,000 were schoolchildren.  
 
The Minister added,  
By laying firm foundations at home, we also ensure that we have  
high-quality arts to take abroad as part of our work to secure the  
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reputation of Wales overseas.  
 
Spectacle Theatre’s international credentials have already been recognised 
when, in 2007, they achieved a double-award from the Shanghai 
International Childrens’ Theatre Festival. The entry, The Lazy Ant, won both 
the best production and script prizes. The play was later toured within Wales.  
Additionally, the loss of future funding for Spectacle Theatre will not only 
threaten the jobs of its six core staff, but also the potential employment and 
broad experience offered to many theatre workers (fifty over the past year).  

Crucially, the Rhondda Valleys, already designated an area of ‘need’, 
together with other areas that the company embraces, will lose their English 
and Welsh language theatre provision for schools. Communities, too, will 
become all the more culturally impoverished if this extremely dedicated, 
professional, skilled and experienced company disbands. 
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P-03-314 Save Theatre Powys & Mid Powys Youth Theatre 

Petition wording 

 

Following on from the Arts Council of Wales decision to remove revenue funding 
from Theatre Powys from April 2011, we the undersigned call on the National 
Assembly for Wales to ensure Powys County Council funding is retained for Theatre 
Powys and MPYT. Failure to achieve this will result in the removal of both these 
provisions from the communities they’ve served for three decades; depriving young 
people of a significant opportunity to engage with the Arts. Mid Powys Youth Theatre 
is also one of a very small number of pastoral activities open to the youth of this 
area. 

Link to petition:  http://www.assemblywales.org/gethome/e-petitions-
old/admissible-pet/p-03-314.htm  

Petition raised by: Michael Chadwick 

Number of signatures: 1152 
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P-03-261 Local Solutions to Newtown Traffic Congestion 

 

Petition wording 

We call on the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government to 
defer a decision on the proposed bypass of Newtown until it has developed 
and trialled a set of sustainable measures in the town itself to address traffic 
congestion. 

Link to the petition: http://www.assemblywales.org/gethome/e-petitions-
old/admissible-pet/p-03-261.htm 
 
Petition raised by: Gary Saady 
 
Number of signatures: 37 
 

Supporting information:  

Two thirds of the traffic on the A483/A489 corridor in Newtown is 
local.  

The measures to address traffic congestion on the A483/A489 should 
include those designed to make better use of road space, such as: 

• traffic management measures to reduce conflicting movements 
at junctions  

• dedicated lanes in Pool Road and Llanidloes Road for traffic 
turning right to industrial and retail premises  

• co-ordination of traffic lights  

They should also include measures designed to promote alternatives 
to car travel, such as:  

• a redesigned town bus network serving supermarkets & 
industrial estates, and avoiding the A483/A489 where possible  

• a 15 minute interval town bus service  

• a footbridge across the River Severn connecting the 
Llanllwchaiarn river path to Pool Road  

• promotion of cycling and walking  

We recognise that there is currently a problem caused by high vehicles 
diverting through residential areas in order to avoid the low railway 
bridges on Dolfor Road and Llanidloes Road. This can be solved by the 
following measures: 

• raising the railway bridge on the Llanidloes Road  
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• construction of a link road from Dolfor Road to Heol Ashley in 
the Mochdre Industrial Estate  
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P-04-319 Newtown Traffic Petition 

Petition wording 

 
We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Government 
to: 

1. Install a roundabout at the Kerry road junction and, if flow improves, 
reinstate a permanent roundabout. 

2. Issue an early start date for construction of a Newtown Bypass and for 
works to be fast-tracked through to completion. 

Link to the petition: 
http://senedd.assemblywales.org/mgIssueHistoryHome.aspx?IId=1045 
 

Petition raised by: Paul Pavia 

 

Number of signatures: 10 (an additional petition collected approximately 

5,000 signatures) 
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P-04-321 Arriva Trains Wales services between South West and South 
East Wales 

Petition wording 

We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh Assembly 
Government to ensure that Arriva Trains Wales provide commuter train 
services between South West and South East Wales that are timely, 
convenient, fit-for-purpose and have a suitable number of seats/carriages for 
passengers to travel in comfort. 

Link to petition:  
http://senedd.assemblywales.org/mgIssueHistoryHome.aspx?IId=1014&opti
onId=0  

Petition raised by: Bjorn Rödde 

Number of signatures: 162 

 

Additional information: 

The Arriva Trains Wales service to Manchester Piccadilly currently leaves 

Carmarthen at 05:50am and arrives at Cardiff Central at 07:40am. After 21st 

May, Arriva Trains Wales have decided that this service will start at 

Carmarthen only 3 minutes later, at 05:53am, but will not arrive in Cardiff 

Central until 08:01am. This means that the many passengers that commute 

to Cardiff on this service to start work at 08:00am will no longer get to work 

on time. The delay is caused by an increased wait at Swansea station, 

meaning that commuters who stop at each station East of Swansea will be 

significantly delayed. A solution that Arriva Trains Wales is likely to suggest 

is to change at Swansea to the First Great Western service destined for 

London Paddington. However, this train will arrive in Cardiff Central at 

07:52am, which still leaves inadequate time for most customers to arrive at 

work by 08:00am. In addition, the majority are likely to be opposed to 

changing trains due to nervousness and inconvenience. It is reasonable to 

expect a direct service when commuting to work. As holders of the Wales rail 

franchise, Arriva Trains Wales ought to be committed to providing direct 

services for those travelling within Wales. 

The majority of workers who use the above service return home on the train 

that leaves Cardiff Central at 16:04pm (the Manchester Piccadilly – Milford 
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Haven Service). This will change to 15:54pm after 21st May and the next train 

to West Wales won’t leave until 17:04pm. 

Most passengers will find that this 30minute reduction in their working day 

will not be justified to their employers and it would be very impractical to 

travel either significantly earlier in the morning or significantly later in the 

evening to compensate. 

The Arriva Trains Wales summer timetable for 2011 is likely therefore, to 

render this commuter service an unusable mode of public transport, 

resulting in many current customers choosing to travel by car instead. 

As part of these timetable changes, there are also a number of stations in 

West Wales where certain services will no longer stop, making public 

transport even less accessible than it currently is in West Wales. Passengers 

using these stations feel particularly betrayed since Arrive Trains Wales have 

community groups that adopt their local stations to aid their operation 

(particularly in West Wales). These community groups consist of volunteers 

who give their time for zero cost, but in return, will no longer benefit from 

trains stopping frequently at their stations. 

There are many days, when travelling from Cardiff Central towards West 

Wales, when only two passenger carriages are in service; this results in 

inadequate space for passengers and luggage, with train station staff 

frequently squashing people onto trains so that all passengers can board. 

This is particularly evident on Friday afternoon and the level of discomfort is 

widely regarded by passengers as unacceptable. 
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From: Bjorn Rodde  

Sent: 10 October 2011 21:08 
To: Wyn Jones, Rhodri (Assembly - Committee Services) 

Subject: PET(4)-04-11 Agenda 11-10-2011 

Hi Rhodri 

Thank you for getting in touch ahead of the Petitions Committee meeting tomorrow.  

A few things have happened since we spoke last.   

A fellow passenger and I met with the Commercial Director, Michael Bagshaw, and Michael 

Vaughan of Arriva Trains Wales (ATW) on 25
th

 July.  We took the opportunity to explain, 

professionally and constructively, the issues surrounding ATW services that prompted 

petition action by passengers.  Aside from general issues such as the lack of suitable luggage 

space and the number of carriages (and therefore the number of seats available), we also 

discussed more specific issues relating to the previous timetable changes and how these 

changes affected commuters in particular.  The meeting was very worthwhile and left ATW 

with a better understanding of why so many of its passengers were so unhappy.  We 

discussed some potential timetable solutions, one of which ATW had not previously 

considered.  The meeting was left with ATW considering this new option further and they 

would get back to us for further consultation as the December timetable was being finalised. 

I have since met with others on the train regarding the issues, including representatives from 

the South West Wales Community Rail Partnership and the ATW Passenger Panel.  I also 

kept in touch with Simon Pickering of the Welsh Government’s Rail Unit for a period to give 

him an idea of the frequency of occasions when trains from Cardiff ran as two carriages 

instead of three.  I also provided photographs of the overcrowding this caused. 

On 3rd October I received an email from ATW with an extract of the draft timetable due to 

be implemented in December.  The extract presents a solution which is likely to resolve the 

problems that commuters from West to South East Wales for their journey to work in the 

morning.  The proposed train times for the morning journey return almost to what they were 

prior to the last timetable change in May, which is satisfactory.  However, there is no 

evidence that there will be any changes made to the existing timetable to improve the 

situation on the return journey for commuters at the end of the working day.  This means that 

the disconnect in train services travelling East-West in the late afternoon/early evening will 

remain, as will the issue of overcrowding.  Passengers now miss the connecting trains to 

destinations further west which they used to be able to catch prior to the May changes and 

have long waits on platforms until the next train. The overcrowding is significantly worse 

after the May timetable change due to ATW trains leaving the larger stations (like Cardiff, 

Bridgend, Port Talbot, Neath and Swansea) before the First Great Western (FGW) 

Paddington-Swansea services.  The introduction of the Fishguard services has eased this 

slightly but passenger comfort is still unsatisfactory with too many people being forced to 

stand, especially when rush hour trains run with less carriages than they are supposed to.  One 

example of this is the 16:00 train from Swansea to Pembroke Dock which frequently runs as 

a single carriage and the number of people that ATW staff end up cramming on to this single 

carriage train is nothing short of ridiculous. 

Regarding the issue surrounding the lack of stops at smaller stations further west, the uproar 

caused some request stops to be re-instated after the timetable changed in May.  However, it 
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is still the opinion of many that not enough trains stop in Gowerton.  All trains travelling 

west from Swansea pass through Gowerton station but not all stop – even at peak times 

during the day. This is the station that services much of the Gower and areas such as 

Gorseinon, Waunarlwydd, Fforestfach, etc., etc. and more trains should stop there.  It is a 

popular station, not just because of the wide area that it serves but also because of free station 

parking and sizeable car park within very short walking distance which is also free of charge. 

I would also like to point out that I was very disappointed by the letter from Carl Sargeant, 

which suggested that he did not have a firm grasp of the situation and also came across in 

support of ATW, rather than with sympathy towards members of the public using the trains 

for regular commuting. 

I hope this is useful information for the Petitions Committee meeting tomorrow. 

Kind regards 

Bjorn. 
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PET(4)-05-11 Paper 12a 

 

P-03-310 Policies to Help Protect Pupils Needs and Rights 

Petition wording 

 

We the undersigned, call on the National Assembly for Wales to urge 
the Welsh Government to have a policy that only  allows the closure of 
6th forms, if there is consent and support in in the community. There 
should be improvements to the consultation process to make them 
sturdy, strong and easier for the public to access and participate in. 
The consultation period should give the public enough time to get the 
information and act accordingly.  

Link to petition:  http://www.assemblywales.org/gethome/e-petitions-
old/admissible-pet/p-03-310.htm 

Petition raised by: Mandy Howells 

Number of signatures: 112 (a related petition collected 2,119) 

 

Supporting information: 
This petition seeks to review and challenge current Assembly Government 
policy and guidelines on the reorganization of schools and specifically in this 
case any reorganization of post-16 education. We have already presented a 
petition to the Assembly Government focused upon saving the sixth form in 
Brynmawr Comprehensive School. This petition titled -We the undersigned 
appose against the close of brynmawr foundation schools 6th form-we want 
a choice-and it contained 2119 names this clearly demonstrates the depth of 
feeling in the local community.  
We fully support the Assembly Government’s ambitions as set out in the 
recent legislation on extending education and training options. We also fully 
support the Assembly Government’s transformation agenda which, as we 
understand it, seeks to ensure that schools and colleges work far more 
closely together in order to extend the range of options available to children 
and young people. In terms of Blaenau Gwent we also support the new 
Learning Campus which we believe will certainly enhance the learning 
opportunities for the population of the borough.  
Our concern is that our children and young people have a choice of options 
available to them for post-16 education. All too often the Assembly 
Government’s policies appear to force the closure of sixth forms which in 
turn remove the element of choice from the options for continuing education 
from 16 onwards. We feel strongly that young people should have the right 
to stay on at school if that is their wish and that a sixth form education 
provides an excellent option for some people. Clearly some will choose to 
attend a sixth form college and we would support their right to do so.  
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Recently in Wrexham and in Rhondda Cynon Taff proposals to close sixth 
forms have been defeated and we believe that this reflects the wishes of 
parents and the local communities. We hope that this petition will help focus 
political attention on these matters and will persuade the Assembly 
Government to re-write its current guidelines and policies for post-16 
education options. We want to see a level playing field between schools and 
colleges that will enable all young people to have a choice of options at 16 
and onwards.  
At the same time we have significant concerns about the robustness of local 
authority’s consultation processes. Our experience is that a local authority 
regards consultation as simply a box-ticking exercise. There need to be 
minimum standards set and expectations for local authorities to reach in 
terms of consultation exercises.,and has mentioned in the epetition they 
need to be made more sturdy, strong and easier for the public to access and 
participate in. .  
The consultation period should also give the public enough time to get the 
information and act accordingly  
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PETITIONS COMMITTEE 
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY FOR WALES 
CARDIFF BAY 
CF99 1NA 

WED 12th OCT 2011 

Dear Petitions committee 

In regards to your communication, to me, dated 14th July 2011,I now give my 
response to the reorganisation process, regarding education. I do apologise 
for the late response, but still hope that you will still consider my views and 
opinions. I have also been asked to quantify on the words I used, strong, 
sturdy and easier for the public to access and participate in, as used in my 
petition. I chose these words has a need to change the current publics 
consultation process. And I felt this because so many failings have been 
made by our local authority. By making them strong, you need them to be 
made more reliable, and deliver them in a way that is reliable. People need to 
feel that their concerns are addressed and all concerns need to be kept on 
file, for future reference. This could help any to avoid any further concerns, 
and help local councils to be prepared in dealing with them, as well as put 
peoples’ minds at rest. By making them strong ,you are also making them 
sturdy, access to any documents regarding proposals regarding education 
needs to be accessible to all parents, this could be done by holding meetings 
,during term time only ,and also by post ,and online. I feel that our local 
authority has made many mistakes recently regarding education and that 
now is the time that our voices as parents need to be heard and listened to. 
They are our children and we also want what’s best for them, therefore I feel 
that any school that has very good results, where targets are high and met 
and a success ,like Brynmawr should not be at threat of closure, the school 
or any part of it. And I urge you to look at this in more depth and to deeply 
consider the futures of any well run school that may be a threat of closure. 
People need to be more informed, this could be by the local press, internet, 
meetings, and informed by mail, to what is happening, and what active way 
they can take part in. Local authorities really do need to be made more 
accountable to the local people, as this has not been the case in Blaenau 
Gwent for quite some time. All concerns need to be addressed, and 
responded to, and honesty needs to be used, not false promises. Choice 
needs to be put in place, as you take it away you take away a human right 
and need. The time scale needs to be lengthened and carried out only in 
term time not during school holidays as they recently were in Blaenau Gwent. 
I have sent a copy of this letter to you by post as well as my response to 
school reorganization proposals, i hope to hear from you soon and trust that 
my views will be looked at and hopefully i can help make a change within the 
schools reorganization process a change for the better, one children need 
and deserve, many thanks Mrs Mandy Howells    
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PET(4)-05-11 Paper 13a 

 

P-04-323 Save our Small Schools from closure 

Petition wording 

We the undersigned call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the 
Welsh Government to support small schools and in particular to support 
councils in keeping small schools open. We believe small schools to be a 
bedrock of rural communities, essential in the survival of the Welsh 
language, and most importantly, as loving, centres of academic excellence 
for our children. We politely request the Assembly to reconsider its use of 
the Audit Commissions classification criteria for schools as small, and its 
preferred funding for new build over refurbishment. 

 
Link to the petition: 

http://senedd.assemblywales.org/mgIssueHistoryHome.aspx?IId=1016&Opt

=0 

Petition raised by: Leila Kiersch 

Number of signatures: 244 signatures.  

Supporting information: 

There are small schools being closed across Wales.  This petition is to bring 

together all who are concerned that their school is under-threat and to 

recognise that this is a Wales wide issue.  The assembly has powers to help 

prevent these closures.  Many schools have been in existence for decades, if 

not hundreds of years.  Not everyone has access to a car and shipping young 

children for miles on buses everyday is just wrong.  These closures go 

against the founding principles of sustainable development built into the 

Assembly’s constitution. 
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Question 1: 34+56.+17//.85+9:45+;<+1:/17=45,81.4+:8+>6:16+45,575;/?+-/;-;4,94+,/.+
/.@7:/.A+,--/;-/:,5.B+3<+8;5C+>6,5+>;79A+?;7+>,85+5;+,AAC+/.=;D.+;/ =;A:<?B+E#6:4+
@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+*+;<+-,/5+2+,8A+G88.H+IJK+
+

+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+>;79A+,F/..+56,5+56.+17//.85+9:45+;<+1:/17=45,81.4+:8+>6:16+
45,575;/?+-/;-;4,94+,/.+/.@7:/.A+:4+,--/;-/:,5.J+
+

Question 2:+L;+?;7+56:8M+56,5+56.+<;99;>:8F+,=.8A=.854+-/;-;4.A+,/.+47:5,N9.B+
,&+-/.41/:-5:;8+,N;75+/.A715:;8+:8+1,-,1:5?O+N&+-/.41/:-5:;8+,N;75+5/,84<./4+;<+416;;9+
4:5.+$<;/+,99+416;;94+:8197A:8F+4-.1:,9&O+,8A+:<+8;5C+>6,5+>;79A+N.+-/.<./,N9.B+E#6:4+
@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+*+;<+-,/5+2+,8A+G88.H+IJK+
+

+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+,F/..4+56,5+56.+47FF.45.A+,=.8A=.854+,/.+47:5,N9.J+
+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+78A./45,8A4+56,5+56./.+:4+,+A/:D.+5;+.847/.+.<<:1:.85+-9,88:8F+;<+
416;;9+-9,1.4+,1/;44+P,9.4+,8A+56./.<;/.+78A./45,8A4+56.+-/;-;4,9+5;+,99;>+
/.A715:;84+:8+1,-,1:5?+;<+,+416;;9+,4+56:4+>;79A+:8+;7/+D:.>+,99;>+9;1,9+,756;/:5:.4+
F/.,5./+,N:9:5?+5;+.<<.15:D.9?+-9,8+416;;9+-9,1.4J+++
+

+
Question 3:+L;+?;7+,F/..+>:56+56.+17//.85+A:D:4:;8+;<+/.4-;84:N:9:5:.4+:8+/.4-.15+;<+
=,M:8F+-/;-;4,94+<;/+16,8F.4+5;+416;;9+;/F,8:4,5:;8B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+
-,/,F/,-6+2+;<+-,/5+2+,8A+G88.H+LJK+
+

+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+:4+,>,/.+;<+56.+;8F;:8F+1;7/5+1,4.+:8+/.9,5:;8+5;+56.+4:H56+<;/=+
-/;D:4:;8+,5+Q/?8=,>/+R;78A,5:;8+S16;;9J++#6./.<;/.+>6:945+56,5+T7AF.=.85+:4+N.:8F+
,>,:5.A+:5+:4+A:<<:1795+5;+1;==.85+<799?+;8+56.+,117/,1?+;<+56.+45,5.=.854+=,A.+;8+
-,F.+2UJ+++
+

Question 4: S6;79A+-/;-;4./4+N.+/.@7:/.A+5;+-7N9:46+,+1;84795,5:;8+A;17=.85B+
E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+)+;<+-,/5+2+,8A+G88.H+"JK+
+

#6.+I;==:44:;8./+>.91;=.4+56.+-/;-;4,9+56,5+-/;-;4./4+46;79A+N.+/.@7:/.A+5;+
-7N9:46+,+1;84795,5:;8+A;17=.85J++#6.+/.,4;8+<;/+56:4+:4+56,5+56.+I;==:44:;8./V4+
GAD:1.+,8A+S7--;/5+4./D:1.+6,4+N..8+1;85,15.A+N?+-,/.854+,8A+16:9A/.8+,/;78A+,+
87=N./+;<+416;;9+;/F,8:4,5:;8+-/;-;4,94J++I;81./84+6,D.+N..8+.H-/.44.A+,N;75+
>6,5+-/;1.44.4+-/;-;4./4+6,D.+5;+<;99;>+:8+/.9,5:;8+5;+,+416;;9+;/F,8:4,5:;8+
-/;-;4,9J++!,/5:179,/+1;81./84+6,D.+N..8+.H-/.44.A+:8+/.9,5:;8+5;+56.+-,/5:1:-,5:;8+;<+
16:9A/.8+:8+,+-/;1.44+56,5+>:99+19.,/9?+:=-,15+;8+56.:/+9:D.4J+
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38+56.+I;==:44:;8./V4+,887,9+/.-;/5+<;/+2((WX2(*(C+56.+I;==:44:;8./+=,A.+56.+
<;99;>:8F+;N4./D,5:;8Y+

I welcome the fact that following the guidance issued in September 2009 and 
effective from January 2010 there is a duty on local authorities to consult with 
children on school reorganisation proposals that affect them. I have had a number of 
calls from children and young people who are understandably distressed having 
become aware of proposed changes which may have a major impact on their lives. 
There is a need for urgent change in the way that authorities provide information to 
children and ensure their participation in the process. I may consider looking at how 
local authorities are carrying out their duties to children under the revised statutory 
guidance 

3<+<757/.+9.F:49,5:;8+>,4+A.D.9;-.A+:8+56:4+,/.,C+56.+I;==:44:;8./+>;79A+45/;8F9?+
7/F.+56./.+5;+N.+,+A75?+;8+-/;-;4./4+5;+-7N9:46+,+1;84795,5:;8+A;17=.85J+

Question 5: 3<+4;C+46;79A+56.+1;85.85+;<+56.+1;84795,5:;8+A;17=.85+$,8A+;56./+
=,55./4&+N.+4-.1:<:.A+:8+,+S5,575;/?+I;A.B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+)+;<+
-,/5+2+,8A+G88.H+"JK+
+

+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+N.9:.D.4+56,5+56.+1;85.85+;<+56.+1;84795,5:;8+A;17=.85+46;79A+N.+
4-.1:<:.A+:8+,+S5,575;/?+I;A.J++P6.8+,AA/.44:8F+:8A:D:A7,9+1:/17=45,81.4+>6:16+
6,D.+N..8+N/;7F65+5;+56.+I;==:44:;8./V4+GAD:1.+,8A+S7--;/5+S./D:1.+,55.85:;8C+
56./.+:4+;<5.8+,+9,1M+;<+19,/:5?+,8A+:81;84:45.81?+:8+56.+,--/;,16.4+;<+-/;-;4./4J++G+
45,575;/?+1;A.+>6:16+4.54+;75+19.,/9?+>6,5+=745+N.+:8197A.A+:8+,+I;84795,5:;8+
A;17=.85+>;79A+.847/.+56,5+,+1;84:45.85+,--/;,16+:4+5,M.8+,1/;44+,99+9;1,9+
,756;/:5:.4J++#6:4+>;79A+.847/.+,+1;84:45.85+9.D.9+;<+-,/5:1:-,5:;8+<;/+16:9A/.8+,8A+
?;78F+-.;-9.J++
+
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Question 6: 34+56.+9:45+;<+=,55./4+5;+N.+:8197A.AC+,4+4.5+;75+:8+56.+5.=-9,5.+A;17=.85+
,--/;-/:,5.B+S6;79A+,8?56:8F+.94.+N.+:8197A.AB+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+
)+;<+-,/5+2+,8A+G88.H+"JK+
+

+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+:8+9:8.+>:56+56.+-/;D:4:;84+;<+G/5:19.4+*2+,8A+
*0+;<+56.+Z[I\I+56,5+56./.+46;79A+N.+4;=.+,AA:5:;8,9+=,55./4+:8197A.A+:8+56.+
I;84795,5:;8+A;17=.85J+++
+
P.+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+56./.+46;79A+N.+,+/.@7:/.=.85+5;+4.5+;75+56.+<;99;>:8FY+
+
*+ #6.+:=-,15+;8+16:9A/.8+,8A+6;>+16:9A/.8+:8+56.+,<<.15.A+416;;94+>:99+N.+

47--;/5.A+46;79A+56.+-/;-;4,9+F;+,6.,A+
+
2+ ];>+:8<;/=,5:;8+>:99+N.+46,/.A+>:56+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.+:8+,F.+

,--/;-/:,5.+<;/=,54C+>6:16+=,?+:8197A.+N;56+;/,9+,8A+>/:55.8+:8<;/=,5:;8+
+
0+ ];>+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.V4+D:.>4+>:99+N.+F,56./.A+,8A+,1M8;>9.AF.AJ+
+
P:56;75+,11.44+5;+,F.+,--/;-/:,5.+,8A+,11.44:N9.+:8<;/=,5:;8C+:5+:4+D./?+16,99.8F:8F+
<;/+16:9A/.8+5;+.8F,F.+>:56+,8?+-/;1.44+.<<.15:D.9?J++^:D.8+56,5+-/;-;4.A+16,8F.4+5;+
56.:/+416;;94+,/.+,+1;84:A./,N9.+16,8F.+:8+56.:/+9:D.4C+:5+:4+:=-./,5:D.+56,5+16:9A/.8+
,/.+,N9.+5;+-,/5:1:-,5.+:8+56.+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8F+-/;1.44J++#6:4+/.@7:/.4+,A7954+5;+
.847/.+56,5+16:9A/.8+78A./45,8A+56.+:447.+>6:16+:4+N.:8F+A:41744.A+,8A+56,5+56./.+
,/.+-/;1.44.4+5;+F,56./+-./4-.15:D.4+>6:16+,/.+,11.44:N9.+5;+16:9A/.8J++I6:9A/.8V4+
D:.>4+,/.+,4+:=-;/5,85+,4+56.+D:.>4+;<+,A7954+:8+56:4+-/;1.44J+#6.+I;==:44:;8./V4+
,AD:1.+,8A+47--;/5+4./D:1.+6,4+N..8+1;85,15.A+N?+16:9A/.8+:8+;8.+416;;9+>6;+<.95+
56,5+56.+-/;-;4./+6,A+8;5+5,M.8+,11;785+;<+56.:/+D:.>4+A7/:8F+.:56./+56.+1;84795,5:;8+
;/+45,575;/?+-/;-;4,9+-6,4.J++#6:4+=,A.+56.+16:9A/.8+<..9+</745/,5.A+,8A+56,5+56.:/+
D:.>4+>./.+8;5+D,97.AJ+
+
P.+8;5.+56,5+;8+-,F.+U+56./.+:4+/.<./.81.+5;+,+-/;'<;/=,+<;/+1;==.854+>6:16+=,?+
N.+,8+.<<.15:D.+>,?+;<+F,56./:8F+56.+D:.>4+;<+,A7954J++];>.D./C+>.+>;79A+47FF.45+
56,5+56:4+=,?+8;5+N.+56.+=;45+.<<.15:D.+>,?+;<+F,56./:8F+56.+D:.>4+;<+16:9A/.8+,8A+
>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+-/;-;4./4+,/.+47--;/5.A+5;+74.+,+>:A.+D,/:.5?+;<+=.56;A4+;<+
F,56./:8F+16:9A/.8V4+D:.>4J+
+
#6./.+:4+,8+:8A:1,5:;8+56,5+:=-,15+;8+56.+45,<<+:8+56.+416;;94+,<<.15.A+N?+56.+
-/;-;4,94+:4+:8197A.A+,8A+>.+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+56.+:=-,15+;8+56.+16:9A/.8+46;79A+
,94;+N.+19.,/9?+4.5+;75J+
+
P.+>;79A+6;-.+56,5+,8?+9.F:49,5:;8+A.D.9;-.A+,8A+,44;1:,5.A+F7:A,81.+>;79A+
45/.44+56.+:=-;/5,81.+;<+M..-:8F+.D./?;8.+:8<;/=.A+,8A+,99;>:8F+.D./?;8.+5;+
-,/5:1:-,5.C+,8A+56,5+:8+A;:8F+4;+-.;-9.+>:99+F.8./,99?+=,M.+:8<;/=.A+,8A+/,5:;8,9+
A.1:4:;84+>6.8+F:D.8+56.+<,154J+
+
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#6.+I;==:44:;8./+>;79A+N.+>:99:8F+5;+.8F,F.+>:56+56.+P.946+^;D./8=.85+,8A+9;1,9+
,756;/:5:.4+:8+/.9,5:;8+5;+16:9A/.8V4+-,/5:1:-,5:;8+5;+.847/.+56.+-;4:5:D.+=.,8:8F<79+
-,/5:1:-,5:;8+;<+16:9A/.8J++P.+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+4716+-,/5:1:-,5:;8+>;79A+8..A+5;+N.+
78A./-:88.A+N?+56.+[,5:;8,9+S5,8A,/A4+<;/+I6:9A/.8+,8A+`;78F+!.;-9.V4+
!,/5:1:-,5:;8%J+
+

Question 7: R;/+-/;=;5./4Y+P;79A+56.+5.=-9,5.+A;17=.85+1;85,:8.A+:8+G88.H+"+N.+
,+74.<79+5;;9+:8+-/;A71:8F+<757/.+1;84795,5:;8+A;17=.854B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+,94;+/.9,5.4+
5;+-,/5+2JK+
+

+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+>;79A+9:M.+5;+47FF.45+56,5+56.+1;84795,5:;8+5.=-9,5.+,4+A.41/:N.A+
:8+G88.H+"+=,?+8;5+N.+,11.44:N9.+<;/+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.+,8A+56,5+
1;84:A./,5:;8+=,?+8..A+5;+N.+F:D.8+5;+/.@7:/:8F+56.+-/;A715:;8+N?+-/;-;4./4+;<+
16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.V4+47==,/?+A;17=.854J++P.+8;5.+56,5+56.+P.946+
^;D./8=.85+-/;A71.A+,+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.V4+D./4:;8+;<+56:4+1;84795,5:;8+
A;17=.85+5;+F,56./+56.:/+D:.>4+>6:16+.H-9,:8.A+4711:8159?+>6,5+56.+1;84795,5:;8+
/.<./4+5;+,8A+6;>+16:9A/.8+1,8+=,M.+56.:/+D:.>4+M8;>8J++P.+>;79A+6;-.+56,5+:8+
<757/.+56:4+-/;1.44+>;79A+N.+/.-9:1,5.A+,1/;44+9;1,9+,756;/:5:.4+,8A+;56./+-/;-;4./4+
,9;8F4:A.+;56./+>,?4+;<+=,M:8F+:8<;/=,5:;8+,D,:9,N9.+5;+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.J++
+

+
Question 8: +L;+?;7+,F/..Y++
,J+ 1;84795,5:;8+A;17=.854+46;79A+;89?+N.+-7N9:46.A+A7/:8F+5./=+5:=.B+
NJ+ 1;84795,5:;8+46;79A+/78+<;/+,+=:8:=7=+;<+_+>..M4C+>:56+,5+9.,45+6,9<+;<+56.+

1;84795,5:;8+-./:;A+<,99:8F+:8+5./=+5:=.B+
1J+ >:56+56.+9:45+;<+56;4.+>6;+46;79A+N.+1;84795.AB+
3<+8;5+>6,5+>;79A+?;7+>:46+5;+16,8F.X,AAB+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+a+;<+
-,/5+2+,8A+G88.H+"JK+
+

+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+8;5.4+56.+/.1.859?+9,:A+S7N;/A:8,5.+b.F:49,5:;8C+#6.+S16;;9+
c/F,8:4,5:;8+$d:41.99,8.;74+G=.8A=.854&+$P,9.4&+\.F79,5:;84+2(**J++#6.4.+
/.F79,5:;84+/.9,5.+5;+56.+-7N9:1,5:;8+;<+S5,575;/?+[;5:1.4+,8A+56.+5:=.41,9.4+<;/+
56.4.J++35+>;79A+,--.,/+5;+N.+,--/;-/:,5.+56,5+1;84795,5:;8+A;17=.854+46;79A+;89?+
N.+-7N9:46.A+A7/:8F+5./=+5:=.+5;+.847/.+56.+=,H:=7=+.8F,F.=.85+;<+56;4.+
,<<.15.AJ++P.+>;79A+,94;+47--;/5+,5+9.,45+6,9<+;<+,+1;84795,5:;8+-./:;A+N.:8F+:8+5./=+
5:=.J+
+
P.+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+1;84:A./,5:;8+:4+F:D.8+5;+:8197A:8F+416;;9+1;781:94+:8+56.+9:45+
;<+45,575;/?+1;84795..4+,4+56.4.+6,D.+N..8+.45,N9:46.A+5;+-/;D:A.+16:9A/.8+>:56+,+
=.56;A+5;+6,D.+56.:/+D;:1.4+6.,/A+;8+=,55./4+56,5+,<<.15+56.:/+9:D.4J+++
+
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P.+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+56.+1;A.+46;79A+:8197A.+,+/.@7:/.=.85+<;/+56./.+5;+N.+,+
=..5:8F+-/;-;4.A+>:56+56.+416;;9+1;781:9+,8A+,94;+:8<;/=,5:;8+<;/+,99+16:9A/.8+,8A+
,F.+,--/;-/:,5.+.H-9,8,5:;84+;<+6;>+5;+D;:1.+,8?+1;81./84+56.?+=,?+6,D.J+
+

Question 9:+L;+?;7+,F/..+56,5+56.+-/;-;4./+46;79A+-7N9:46+,+1;84795,5:;8+/.-;/5+
4.55:8F+;75+56.+:447.4+/,:4.A+,8A+56.+/.4-;84.+5;+56.=O+"45?8V4+,44.44=.85O+,8A+
/.1;==.8A:8F+6;>+5;+-/;1..AB+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+a+;<+-,/5+2JK+
+

+
P.+>;79A+,F/..+>:56+56:4+-/;D:4:;8+5;+:=-/;D.+5/,84-,/.81?+>:56:8+56.+-/;1.44C+
6;>.D./C+>.+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+56./.+46;79A+N.+,+/.@7:/.=.85+;8+56.+-/;-;4./+5;+
6:F69:F65+4.-,/,5.9?+,8A+19.,/9?+56.+D:.>4+;<+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.+.H-/.44.A+
A7/:8F+56.+1;84795,5:;8J++#6.+-/;-;4./+46;79A+,94;+N.+/.@7:/.A+5;+-/;A71.+,+/.-;/5+
>6:16+:4+,11.44:N9.+5;+56.+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.+,<<.15.A+N?+56.+-/;-;4,9J++P.+
47FF.45+56,5+4716+,=.8A=.854+>;79A+=.,8+56,5+56:4+>;79A+N/:8F+56.+-/;1.44+=;/.+
19.,/9?+:8+9:8.+>:56+G/5:19.+*0+;<+56.+Z[I\I+>6:16+-/;D:A.4+56.+16:9A+>:56+56.+/:F65+5;+
:8<;/=,5:;8J++P.+8;5.+56,5+56.+1;84795,5:;8+A;17=.85+47FF.454+56,5+1;84795,5:;8+
/.-;/54+46;79A+N.+4.85+5;+F;D./8:8F+N;A:.4+,8A+1;==78:5?+1;781:94J++P.+>;79A+
47FF.45+56,5+56.+1;84795,5:;8+/.-;/5+:4+,94;+4.85+5;+56.+416;;9+1;781:9+;<+56.+,<<.15.A+
416;;94+,8A+56:4+9:8M4+N,1M+5;+;7/+47FF.45:;8+5;+:8197A.+56.+416;;9+1;781:9+,4+-,/5+;<+
56.+9:45+;<+1;84795..4J+
+
S6;79A+,+/.@7:/.=.85+N.+:84./5.A+<;/+,+-/;-;4./+5;+=..5+>:56+56.+416;;9+1;781:9+
A7/:8F+56.+1;84795,5:;8+-/;1.44+>.+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+56./.+46;79A+N.+,+<;99;>+7-+
=..5:8F+>:56+56.+416;;9+1;781:9+>6.8+56.+/.4-;84.+A;17=.85+:4+<:8,9:4.AJ+
+

Question 10: S6;79A+,+5:=.+9:=:5+N.+4.5+;8+A.1:A:8F+6;>+5;+-/;1..AB+3<+4;C+46;79A+
56,5+9:=:5+N.+0+=;8564+</;=+56.+19;4.+;<+1;84795,5:;8B+S6;79A+-/;-;4./4+N.+,N9.+5;+
,--9?+5;+P.946+d:8:45./4+<;/+,8+.H5.84:;8+;<+5:=.B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+
-,/,F/,-6+W+;<+-,/5+2JK+

#6.+I;==:44:;8./+>;79A+47--;/5+,8+7--./+5:=.+9:=:5+<;/+-/;-;4./4+5;+A.1:A.+6;>+
56.?+>:99+-/;1..AJ++#6:4+:4+N.1,74.+16:9A/.8+6,D.+.H-/.44.A+1;81./84+5;+56.+GAD:1.+
,8A+S7--;/5+S./D:1.+,4+5;+56.+,=;785+;<+5:=.+56,5+416;;9+;/F,8:4,5:;8+-/;-;4,94+
5,M.+5;+1;=-9.5.J++#6./.+>;79A+8..A+5;+N.+:8<;/=,5:;8+-/;D:A.A+5;+56.+1;==78:5?+
:8197A:8F+16:9A/.8+56,5+56./.+:4+,+5:=.+9:=:5+;8+56.+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8F+-/;1.44J+

+
+
+
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Question 11:+G/.+56.+-/;-;4.A+-7N9:1,5:;8+/.@7:/.=.854+,--/;-/:,5.B+3<+8;5C+>6,5+
>;79A+?;7+>,85+5;+16,8F.B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-64+*(+,8A+**+;<+-,/5+
2JK+
+

+
P.+,F,:8+8;5.+56,5+56./.+:4+8;+/.<./.81.+5;+16:9A/.8+>:56:8+56;4.+>6;+,/.+4.85+56.+
45,575;/?+8;5:1.4+>6.8+56.?+,/.+-7N9:46.AJ++P.+,/.+1;81./8.A+56,5+,F,:8+16:9A/.8+
,--.,/+5;+6,D.+N..8+;D./9;;M.A+>:56:8+56.4.+-/;D:4:;84J++P.+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+
56./.+:4+,+8..A+5;+1;84:A./+6;>+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.+,/.+:8<;/=.A+;<+56.+
-7N9:1,5:;8+;<+45,575;/?+8;5:1.4J++3<+56.+1;84795,5:;8+-/;1.44+-/:;/+5;+56.+-7N9:1,5:;8+;<+
,+45,575;/?+8;5:1.+6,4+N..8+.<<.15:D.+:8+.8F,F:8F+16:9A/.8V4+-,/5:1:-,5:;8+56.8+56.+
16:9A/.8+>;79A+N.+,>,/.+;<+56.+-/;-;4,94J+++
+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./V4+,AD:1.+,8A+47--;/5+4./D:1.+6,4+6.,/A+</;=+16:9A/.8+:8+4;=.+
416;;94+56,5+56.?+6,D.+<;78A+;75+,N;75+45,575;/?+-/;-;4,94+,<<.15:8F+56.:/+416;;94+
56/;7F6+9;1,9+=.A:,+;/+</;=+56.:/+-,/.854J++Z8A./+G/5:19.+*0+;<+56.+Z[I\IC+16:9A/.8+
6,D.+,+/:F65+5;+:8<;/=,5:;8+,8A+:5+:4+:=-;/5,85+56,5+-/;-;4./4+1;84:A./+6;>+56.?+>:99+
.847/.+56,5+16:9A/.8+:8+,<<.15.A+416;;94+,/.+8;5:<:.A+;<+56.4.+-;5.85:,99?+:=-;/5,85+
16,8F.4+5;+56.:/+.A71,5:;8+,5+56.+4,=.+5:=.+,4+56.+,A7954J++
+

Question 12:+L;+?;7+,F/..+>:56+56.+-/;-;4.A+1;85.85+<;/+45,575;/?+8;5:1.4B+3<+8;5C+
>6,5+46;79A+N.+,AA.A+;/+/.=;D.AB+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+*2+;<+-,/5+2JK+

+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+>;79A+,F/..+>:56+56.+-/;-;4.A+1;85.85+;<+56.+45,575;/?+8;5:1.4C+
6;>.D./C+>.+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+56./.+:4+,+8..A+<;/+16:9A/.8+5;+N.+-/;D:A.A+>:56+,8+
,F.+,--/;-/:,5.+.H-9,8,5:;8+,N;75+6;>+56.?+1,8+=,M.+,8+;NT.15:;8J++P.+>;79A+
47FF.45+56,5+56./.+:4+,+8..A+5;+1;84:A./+6;>+16:9A/.8+1,8+N.+47--;/5.A+5;+=,M.+,8+
;NT.15:;8J++S;=.+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.+6,D.+5;9A+;7/+GAD:1.+,8A+S7--;/5+
S./D:1.+56,5+56.?+6,D.+8;5+78A./45;;A+6;>+5;+=,M.+,8+;NT.15:;8J++^:D.8+56,5+
16:9A/.8+=,?+6,D.+19.,/+D:.>4+5;+46,/.C+:5+:4+:=-;/5,85+56,5+56.?+,/.+47--;/5.A+,8A+
.8,N9.A+5;+=,M.+;NT.15:;84J+
+

Question 13:+L;+?;7+,F/..+56,5+:8+<757/.+,99+;NT.15:;84+46;79A+N.+9;AF.A+>:56+56.+
-/;-;4./B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+*0+;<+-,/5+2JK+

+
P.+>;79A+,F/..+56,5+:8+<757/.+,99+;NT.15:;84+46;79A+N.+9;AF.A+>:56+56.+-/;-;4./4+
/,56./+56,8+56.+1;=-9.H+4.5+;<+,//,8F.=.854+56,5+17//.859?+.H:45J+P.+>;79A+47FF.45+
56,5+56:4+=,?+6.9-+5;+.H-.A:5.+56.+-/;1.44J+
+
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Question 14:+S6;79A+56.+/:F65+5;+;NT.15+N.+/.45/:15.A+5;+56;4.+F/;7-4+:A.85:<:.A+:8+
-,/,F/,-64+*_+,8A+*UB+3<+8;5+>6;+46;79A+N.+,AA.A+5;+;/+/.=;D.A+</;=+56.+9:45B++
+

+
P.+>.91;=.+56.+:81974:;8+:8+-,/,F/,-6+*U+;<+56;4.+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.+.:56./+
,55.8A:8F+;/+>6;+=:F65+/.,4;8,N9?+6,D.+>:46.A+5;+,55.8A+56.+416;;94+8,=.A+:8+56.+
-/;-;4,94J++];>.D./+,4+>.+6,D.+45,5.A+-/.D:;749?+56./.+:4+,+8..A+5;+.847/.+56,5+
16:9A/.8+,/.+,N9.+5;+-,/5:1:-,5.+56/;7F6;75+56.+-/;1.44+:8+;/A./+5;+N.+,N9.+5;+=,M.+,8+
;NT.15:;8+46;79A+,+45,575;/?+8;5:1.+N.+-7N9:46.AJ++3<+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.+,/.+
8;5+-/;D:A.A+>:56+,F.+,--/;-/:,5.+:8<;/=,5:;8+,8A+47--;/5+56.?+,/.+9.44+9:M.9?+5;+N.+
:8+,+-;4:5:;8+5;+=,M.+,8+;NT.15:;8+5;+>6,5+1;79A+N.+,+=,T;/+A.1:4:;8+:8+56.:/+9:D.4J++
G/5:19.+*2+;<+56.+Z[I\I+-/;D:A.4+56,5Y++
+
Article 12  
1. States Parties shall assure to the child who is capable of forming his or her own 
views the right to express those views freely in all matters affecting the child, the 
views of the child being given due weight in accordance with the age and maturity of 
the child.  

2. For this purpose, the child shall in particular be provided the opportunity to be 
heard in any judicial and administrative proceedings affecting the child, either 
directly, or through a representative or an appropriate body, in a manner consistent 
with the procedural rules of national law.  

Question 15:+L;+?;7+,F/..+56,5+56.+;89?+-/;-;4,94+,75;=,5:1,99?+A.5./=:8.A+N?+
P.946+d:8:45./4+46;79A+N.+56;4.+,55/,15:8F+;NT.15:;84+</;=+,+9;1,9+,756;/:5?C+,+
A:;1.4,8+,756;/:5?+;/+,8+R"+:845:575:;8B+3<+8;5C+>6;+>;79A+?;7+4,?+46;79A+N.+
:8197A.AB+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+*_+;<+-,/5+2JK+

+
#6.+1;84795,5:;8+A;17=.85+4.54+;75+56,5+56.+-/;-;4.A+16,8F.4+5;+56.+-/;1.44+>:99+
.847/.+56,5+56.+46;/51;=:8F4+17//.859?+-./1.:D.A+:8+56.+-/;1.44+>:99+N.+,AA/.44.A+
,8A+5674+,+/.A71.A+87=N./+;<+-/;-;4,94+>;79A+/.@7:/.+A.5./=:8,5:;8+</;=+P.946+
d:8:45./4J+P.+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+56.+N,4:4+;<+:8:5:,5:8F+,8?+-/;1.44+46;79A+N.+,8+
,8,9?4:4+;<+.A71,5:;8,9+-/;D:4:;8+:8+,+F:D.8+,/.,J+
+
P.+>;79A+,F/..+56,5+56.+56/..+N;A:.4+>6;+1;79A+5/:FF./+,+A.1:4:;8+N?+P.946+
d:8:45./4+,/.+,--/;-/:,5.J++];>.D./+:5+:4+1/:5:1,9+56,5+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.+,/.+
.8,N9.A+5;+78A./45,8A+>6;+>;79A+A.1:A.+46;79A+56.?+=,M.+,8+;NT.15:;8J+
+
P.+8;5.+6;>.D./+56,5+,5+-,/,F/,-64+0(+e+0*+56./.+:4+-/;D:4:;8+<;/+P.946+d:8:45./4+
5;+/.5,:8+,+-;>./+5;+1,99':8+,8?+-/;-;4,9+N75+56,5+56:4+>;79A+N.+74.A+;89?+:8+
.H1.-5:;8,9+1:/17=45,81.4J++P.+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+1;84:A./,5:;8+:4+F:D.8+5;+P.946+
d:8:45./4+74:8F+56:4+-;>./+5;+1,99+:8+46;79A+,8+;NT.15:;8+/,:4.+1;81./84+:8+/.9,5:;8+5;+
56.+Z[I\IC+>6:16+>;79A+N.+1;84:45.85+>:56+56.+I6:9A/.8+,8A+`;78F+!./4;84+\:F654+
$P,9.4&+d.,47/.J+
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P.+>;79A+6:F69:F65+1;81./84+56,5+6,D.+N..8+/,:4.A+>:56+74+-/.D:;749?+56,5+16:9A/.8+
6,D.+N..8+74.A+N?+,A795+1,=-,:F8./4+,8A+>;79A+4..M+56.+D:.>4+;<+56.+P.946+
^;D./8=.85+,4+5;+6;>+56:4+1,8+N.+,D;:A.A+,4+<,/+,4+-;44:N9.J+
+

Question 16:+S6;79A+56.+5/:FF./+-;:85+<;/+,+9;1,9+A.5./=:8,5:;8+N.+,8+;NT.15:;8+N?+,8+
,<<.15.A+F;D./8:8F+N;A?C+,8+d!+;/+,8+GdO+;/+,+5;5,9+;<+*(+;NT.15:;84+</;=+
1;==78:5?X5;>8+1;781:94C+416;;9+45,<<C+-7-:94+;/+-,/.854B+3<+8;5C+>6,5+A;+?;7+
1;84:A./+56.+5/:FF./+-;:85+46;79A+N.B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+*W+;<+-,/5+
2JK++

+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+>;79A+9:M.+5;+47FF.45+56,5+,8+;NT.15:;8+47N=:55.A+N?+,+416;;9+
1;781:9+46;79A+N.+1;84:A./.A+5;+N.+,+5/:FF./+-;:85+<;/+9;1,9+A.5./=:8,5:;8+,4+56.?+,/.+
,8+.9.15.A+N;A?+;<+56.+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.+:8+,+416;;9+:8+56.+4,=.+>,?+56,5+
56.+F;D./8:8F+N;A?+,/.+,8+.9.15.A+N;A?+;<+/.9.D,85+,A7954J++35+:4+6,/A+5;+78A./45,8A+
6;>+416;;9+1;781:94+1;79A+N.+5/.,5.A+A:<<./.859?+5;+F;D./8:8F+N;A:.4+:8+/.9,5:;8+5;+
5/:FF./+-;:854J+
+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./V4+,AD:1.+,8A+47--;/5+4./D:1.+:4+,94;+,>,/.+;<+416;;94+>6./.+
16:9A/.8+6,D.+>/:55.8+,+1;D./:8F+9.55./+>6:16+:4+,11;=-,8:.A+N?+,+-.5:5:;8+4:F8.A+N?+
,+87=N./+;<+16:9A/.8J++#6./.+6,D.+N..8+A:41744:;84+,4+5;+>6.56./+56:4+>;79A+N.+
1;785.A+,4+,+4:8F9.+;NT.15:;8+;/+>6.56./+:5+>;79A+N.+1;84:A./.A+5;+N.+,+=795:-9.+
;NT.15:;8+N,4.A+;8+56.+87=N./+;<+4:F8,57/.4J++P.+>;79A+6;-.+6;>+56:4+5?-.+;<+
/.4-;84.+>;79A+N.+A.,95+>:56+:4+/.4;9D.A+,4+56.4.+-/;D:4:;84+,/.+<7/56./+A.D.9;-.AJ+
+
S716+.H-./:.81.4+47FF.45+5;+56.+I;==:44:;8./+56,5+56./.+:4+,+8..A+<;/+56./.+5;+N.+
19.,/+F7:A,81.+5;+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.+,N;75+6;>+5;+=,M.+,8+;NT.15:;8+,8A+
6;>+A:<<./.85+<;/=4+;<+;NT.15:;84+>;79A+N.+5/.,5.A+N?+,+-/;-;4./J+
+

Question 17:+L;+?;7+,F/..+56,5+-/;-;4./4+46;79A+N.+/.@7:/.A+5;+-/.-,/.+,8+
;NT.15:;8+/.-;/5+,8A+47N=:5+:5+5;+56.+9;1,9+A.1:4:;8+=,M./+>:56:8+%+>..M4+</;=+56.+
.8A+;<+1;84795,5:;8B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+2(+;<+-,/5+2JK+

+
P.+8;5.+56,5+56.+/.1.859?+9,:A+S7N;/A:8,5.+b.F:49,5:;8C+#6.+S16;;9+c/F,8:4,5:;8+
$d:41.99,8.;74+G=.8A=.854&+$P,9.4&+\.F79,5:;84+2(**+6,4+,9/.,A?+=,A.+56:4+
,=.8A=.85+5;+56.+-/;1.44+<;99;>:8F+,+-7N9:1+1;84795,5:;8+:8+56.+G757=8+;<+2(*(J+
+
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Question 18:+L;+?;7+,85:1:-,5.+56,5+9;1,9+,756;/:5?+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8F+1?19.4+1;79A+N.+
,A,-5.A+4;+,4+5;+=,M.+,+A.1:4:;8+5;+-/;1..A+>:56:8+%+>..M4+</;=+56.+.8A+;<+56.+
;NT.15:;8+-./:;AB+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+2(+;<+-,/5+2JK+

+
#6:4+@7.45:;8+:4+N.45+,84>./.A+N?+9;1,9+,756;/:5:.4C+6;>.D./+>.+8;5.+56,5+56.+
/.1.859?+9,:A+/.D:4.A+/.F79,5:;84+6,D.+=,A.+56:4+,+/.@7:/.=.85+</;=+*+d,/16+2(**J+
+

Question 19:+L;+?;7+,F/..+56,5+>6./.+56./.+,/.+9;1,9+;NT.15:;84+,+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8F+
-,8.9+;/+1;==:55..+46;79A+N.+.45,N9:46.A+5;+A.1:A.+>6.56./+56.+-/;-;4,9+46;79A+N.+
:=-9.=.85.AC+=;A:<:.A+;/+/.T.15.AB+S6;79A+56.+1;==:55..+1;84:45+;89?+;<+56;4.+>6;+
A;+8;5+6,D.+,8+:85./.45+:8+56.+-/;-;4,9+78A./+41/75:8?B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+
-,/,F/,-6+20+;<+-,/5+2JK+
+

#6.+I;==:44:;8./+>;79A+5,M.+56.+D:.>+56,5+,8?+9;1,9+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8F+1;==:55..+;/+
-,8.9+=745+1;84:45+;<+56;4.+>6;+6,D.+8;+:85./.45+:8+56.+-/;-;4,9+78A./+41/75:8?J++
#6:4+:4+4;+56,5+56.+-/;1.44+1,8+N.+4..8+5;+N.+<,:/+,8A+:8A.-.8A.85+</;=+56;4.+
-/;-;4:8F+4716+16,8F.4J+
+
#6.+-/;-;4,94+1;85,:8.A+:8+56.+-,-./+,--.,/+5;+,99;>+<;/+8;+,--.,9+-/;1.44+5;+9;1,9+
A.5./=:8,5:;8+,8A+56,5+56:4+=,?+N.+4;=.56:8F+>6:16+=,?+8..A+5;+N.+1;84:A./.A+,4+
9.F:49,5:;8+:4+<7/56./+A.D.9;-.A+:8+56:4+,/.,J+
+
P.+8;5.+56,5+9;1,9+-9,88:8F+1;==:55..4+6,D.+,--.,9+=.16,8:4=4+,8A+>6:945+>.+
/.1;F8:4.+56.+-;9:1?+:85.85:;8+5;+:81/.,4.+56.+4-..A+,5+>6:16+A.1:4:;84+,/.+=,A.+
56./.+:4+,+8..A+5;+/.1;F8:4.+56,5+A7.+-/;1.44+8..A4+5;+N.+<;99;>.AJ+

Question 20:+S6;79A+56.+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8F+-,8.9X1;==:55..+6,D.+=.=N./46:-+
N/;,A9?+,4+4.5+;75+:8+-,/,F/,-6+20+;/C+,95./8,5:D.9?C+,4+:8+-,/,F/,-6+2)B+3<+8;5C+6;>+
46;79A+,+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8F+N;A?+N.+1;845:575.AB++
+

+
S6;79A+9.F:49,5:;8+N.+A.D.9;-.A+:8+56:4+,/.,C+56./.+>:99+19.,/9?+N.+-7N9:1+A:41744:;8+
,4+5;+56.+=.=N./46:-+;<+4716+-,8.94+;/+1;==:55..4J+#6./.+>;79A+,94;+8..A+5;+N.+
1;84:A./,5:;8+F:D.8+5;+.847/:8F+.<<.15:D.+5/,:8:8F+<;/+9;1,9+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8F+-,8.9+;/+
1;==:55..+=.=N./4+4;+56,5+56.?+<799?+78A./45,8A+56.+1/:5./:,+>6:16+56.?+>:99+8..A+5;+
,--9?J++

Question 21:+L;+?;7+,F/..+56,5+56.+A.1:4:;8+=,M./4+46;79A+6,D.+%+>..M4+>:56:8+
>6:16+5;+=,M.+:54+/.1;==.8A,5:;8B+3<+56:4+:4+8;5+1;84:A./.A+47<<:1:.85+5:=.C+>6,5+
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5:=.41,9.+>;79A+N.+=;/.+,--/;-/:,5.B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+2_+;<+-,/5+
2JK+
+

+
b;1,9+,756;/:5:.4+>;79A+N.+N.45+-9,1.A+5;+1;==.85+,4+5;+>6.56./+9;1,9+A.1:4:;8+
=,M:8F+-/;1.44.4+>;79A+,99;>+<;/+A.1:4:;84+5;+N.+=,A.+>:56:8+%+>..M4J++#6.+
I;==:44:;8./V4+,AD:1.+,8A+47--;/5+4./D:1.+:4+,>,/.+;<+1,4.4+/.9,5:8F+5;+16:9A/.8V4+
1;=-9,:854+:8+.A71,5:;8+>6./.+,--.,9+-,8.94+,/.+78,N9.+5;+=..5+>:56:8+56.+
5:=.41,9.4+4.5+;75+:8+F7:A,81.+N.1,74.+;<+-,8.9+=.=N./4+N.:8F+78,D,:9,N9.J++#6./.+
>;79A+8..A+5;+N.+1;84:A./,5:;8+F:D.8+,4+5;+>6.56./+-,8.94+1;79A+;-./,5.+>:56+9.44+
56,8+,+<799+87=N./+;<+=.=N./4+N.:8F+-/.4.85+4;+56,5+A.1:4:;84+1;79A+N.+=,A.+.D.8+
>6.8+56./.+,/.+:998.44.4+;/+;56./+/.,4;84+<;/+-,8.9+=.=N./4+N.:8F+78,D,:9,N9.J+
+

Question 22:+L;+?;7+,F/..+56,5+:<+56.+-/;-;4./+A:A+8;5+,11.-5+,+/.1;==.8A,5:;8+5;+
=;A:<?+56.+-/;-;4,9C+56.8+56.+-/;-;4,9+>;79A+N.+1;84:A./.A+/.T.15.AB+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+
/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+2a+;<+-,/5+2JK+
+

+
`.4+N.1,74.+56.+9;1,9+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8F+-,8.9+;/+1;==:55..+>;79A+N.+74:8F+56.+
1/:5./:,+:8+56.+.H:45:8F+F7:A,81.+,8A+:<+56.?+=,A.+,+/.1;==.8A,5:;8+5;+,+-/;-;4./+
>6;+56.8+A:A+8;5+,11.-5+56,5+56.8+56.+-/;-;4,9+>;79A+8;5+6,D.+9;1,9+,--/;D,9J++
+
+

Question 23:+L;+?;7+1;84:A./+56,5+:<+56.+A.1:4:;8+=,M./4+<,:9.A+5;+=,M.+,+
/.1;==.8A,5:;8+,+-/;-;4,9+46;79A+9,-4.B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+2U+;<+
-,/5+2JK+
+

+
35+>;79A+,--.,/+5;+N.+:8,--/;-/:,5.+<;/+9;1,9+A.1:4:;8+=,M./4+5;+<,:9+5;+=,M.+,+
/.1;==.8A,5:;8+;8+,+-/;-;4,9+>6:16+6,4+N..8+/.<.//.A+<;/+9;1,9+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8FJ++
#6.+1;84795,5:;8+A;17=.85+9,?4+;75+6;>+=.=N./4+;<+56.+1;==78:5?+1;79A+=,M.+
56.:/+;NT.15:;84+M8;>8+,8A+5674+5/:FF./+9;1,9+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8FJ++3<+56./.+>,4+56.8+,+
-;44:N:9:5?+56,5+,+-/;-;4,9+1;79A+9,-4.+N.1,74.+9;1,9+A.1:4:;8+=,M./4+1;79A+8;5+
/.,16+,+A.1:4:;8C+56./.+:4+,+19.,/+-;44:N:9:5?+56,5+1;==78:5:.4+>;79A+<..9+A:4,<<.15.A+
N?+56.+.85:/.+-/;1.44J++];>.D./+56.+-/;-;4./+1;79A+56.8+A.1:A.+5;+/.:85/;A71.+56.+
-/;-;4,9+,8A+56.+.85:/.+-/;1.44+1;79A+6,D.+5;+N.+/.-9:1,5.A+>:56+8;+F7,/,85..+56,5+
56./.+>;79A+N.+,+<:8,9+A.1:4:;8J+
+
#6.+1;84795,5:;8+A;17=.85+;8+-,F.+)+4.54+;75+56,5+56.+P.946+^;D./8=.85+:4+
4..M:8F+5;+A.D.9;-+,+4?45.=+>6:16+9.,A4+5;+4-..A:./+,8A+=;/.+.<<:1:.85+A.1:4:;8+
=,M:8F+,8A+56.+-;44:N:9:5?+56,5+9;1,9+A.1:4:;8+=,M./4+1;79A+<,:9+5;+1;=.+5;+,+A.1:4:;8+
,--.,/4+5;+8;5+9.,A+5;+56:4+;751;=.J+
+
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Question 24:+R;/+9;1,9+,756;/:5:.4Y+P6,5+1;454+=:F65+N.+:817//.A+N?+9;1,9+,756;/:5:.4+
:8+.45,N9:46:8F+,8A+47--;/5:8F+,+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8F+-,8.9X1;==:55..+<;/+416;;9+
;/F,8:4,5:;8+-/;-;4,94B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-64+20C+2)+,8A+2W+;<+-,/5+
2JK+
+

+

Question 25: 
,J+ S6;79A+P.946+d:8:45./4+6,D.+,+<,99'N,1M+-;>./+5;+1,99':8+-/;-;4,94+<;/+
A.5./=:8,5:;8B+
+
NJ+ 3<+4;C+46;79A+56:4+;89?+N.+74.A+:8+.H1.-5:;8,9+1:/17=45,81.4B+
1J+ P6,5+A;+?;7+1;84:A./+56;4.+1:/17=45,81.4+=:F65+:8197A.B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+
/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+0(+;<+-,/5+2JK+
�

+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+>;79A+47--;/5+56.+-/;D:4:;8+56,5+P.946+d:8:45./4+46;79A+6,D.+
<,99'N,1M+-;>./4+5;+1,99+:8+-/;-;4,94+<;/+A.5./=:8,5:;8J++38+/.4-;84.+5;+@7.45:;8+*)+
>.+/,:4.A+56.+.H5.8A:8F+56.+/,8F.+;<+:447.4+>6.8+56:4+1,99+:8+-;>./+1;79A+N.+74.A+5;+
:8197A.+56.+-;44:N:9:5?+;<+P.946+d:8:45./4+6,D:8F+,+-;>./+5;+1,99+:8+46;79A+56./.+N.+
1;81./84+/,:4.A+:8+5./=4+;<+56.+Z[I\IJ++#6.+I;==:44:;8./+:4+1;81./8.A+56,5+
46;79A+56./.+N.+8;+,--.,9+5;+P.946+d:8:45./4+56.8+56.+>6;9.+-/;1.44+6,4+8;+
,AA:5:;8,9+A.5./=:8,5:;8+45,F.J+
+
N&+`.4+,8A+>.+6,D.+47FF.45.A+,8+,AA:5:;8,9+.H1.-5:;8,9+1:/17=45,81.+-/.D:;749?J+
+
I&++P.+>;79A+47FF.45+56,5+:<+16:9A/.8+/,:4.A+1;81./84+56,5+56.?+<.95+6,A+8;5+N..8+
,AA/.44.A+A7/:8F+.:56./+56.+1;84795,5:;8+;/+45,575;/?+-/;-;4,9+45,F.+,8A+6,A+
1;==78:1,5.A+56:4+5;+56.+I;==:44:;8./+56.8+56.+P.946+d:8:45./4+46;79A+6,D.+,+1,99+
:8+-;>./+:8+4716+1:/17=45,81.4J+
+
+

Question 26:+S6;79A+=;A:<:.A+-/;1.A7/.4+N.+,D,:9,N9.+<;/+-/;-;4,94+<;/+19;47/.+;<+
=,:845/.,=+4=,99+416;;94B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+02+;<+-,/5+2JK+
+

+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+:4+1;81./8.A+56,5+4=,99+416;;94+>;79A+8;5+N.+47NT.15+5;+56.+
4,=.+-/;1.44+,4+;56./+416;;94+,8A+5674+:8+.<<.15+-;9:1?+<;/+16:9A/.8+:8+56;4.+416;;94+
>;79A+N.+A:<<./.85+N,4.A+;8+56.+87=N./+;<+-7-:94+,9;8.J++c8.+;<+56.+M.?+-/:81:-9.4+;<+
56.+Z[I\I+:4+8;8+A:41/:=:8,5:;8+,F,:845+16:9A/.8J++#6./.+,--.,/4+:8+56.+<:/45+;-5:;8+
-/.4.85.A+56,5+56./.+>;79A+N.+8;+;--;/578:5?+<;/+45,M.6;9A./4+:8197A:8F+16:9A/.8+5;+
N.+,N9.+5;+;NT.15+,8A+5/:FF./+/.<.//,9+5;+,+9;1,9+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8F+-,8.9J++38+56.+4.1;8A+
;-5:;8+-/.4.85.A+56./.+,--.,/4+5;+N.+56.+-;5.85:,9+56,5+,+-/;-;4./+1;79A+A.1:A.+;8+,+
-/;-;4,9+>:56+8;+9;1,9+A.1:4:;8+=,M:8F+-/;1.44J+++
+
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#6.+I;==:44:;8./+:4+78,N9.+5;+47--;/5+.:56./+;<+56.4.+-/;-;4,94+,8A+>;79A+47FF.45+
56,5+56./.+:4+,+8..A+5;+/.D:.>+56.+-/;-;4,94+:8+56:4+,/.,J+
+

Question 27:+3<+4;+>6,5+46;79A+56.+-7-:9+56/.46;9A+N.B+S6;79A+:5+N.+*)+;/+2(+;/+
6:F6./B+
E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+02+;<+-,/5+2JK+
+

+
#6.+@7.45:;8+,4+5;+6;>+5;+A.<:8.+,+4=,99+416;;9+:4+,+=;/.+1;=-9.H+:447.+56,8+4:=-9?+
,+4.5+<:F7/.C+-,/5:179,/9?+>:56+/.<./.81.+5;+1;==78:5?+:=-,15+<;/+,99+16:9A/.8J++#6.+
I;==:44:;8./+8;5.4+56,5+56.+!/;-;4.A+"A71,5:;8+d.,47/.+6,4+,94;+=,A.+/.<./.81.+
5;+56.+:447.+;<+A.<:8:8F+4=,99+416;;94J++#6./.+:4+,+8..A+5;+1;84:A./+>6,5+:4+:8+56.+
N.45+:85./.454+;<+56.+16:9A/.8+:8+4=,99+416;;94+:8+,4+>:A.+,+1;85.H5+,4+-;44:N9.+/,56./+
56,8+4:=-9?+A.<:8:8F+416;;94+,4+4=,99+,11;/A:8F+5;+56.+87=N./+;<+16:9A/.8+;8+/;99J+

Question 28:+S6;79A+4:=-9:<:1,5:;8+5,M.+56.+<;/=+;<+;=:55:8F+56.+45,575;/?+8;5:1.4+
,8A+;NT.15:;84+45,F.B+c/+:8+56.+.D.85+;<+;NT.15:;84+46;79A+56.+9;1,9+/.D:.>+;/+
A.5./=:8,5:;8+N?+P.946+d:8:45./4+45,F.+N.+;=:55.AB+P;79A+,8?+;56./+=;A:<:1,5:;8+;<+
56.+<799+-/;1.44+N.+,--/;-/:,5.B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+02+;<+-,/5+2JK+
+

+
S..+/.4-;84.+5;+@7.45:;8+2_J+
+

Question 29:+S6;79A+56.+/.@7:/.=.85+<;/+45,575;/?+-/;-;4,94+<;/+19;47/.+N.+/.=;D.A+
>6.8+,+416;;9+6,4+8;+-7-:94C+5;+N.+/.-9,1.A+N?+8;5:<:1,5:;8+;<+19;47/.+N?+56.+9;1,9+
,756;/:5?+;/+F;D./8:8F+N;A?B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+00+;<+-,/5+2JK+
+

#6.+I;==:44:;8./+>;79A+4..M+19,/:<:1,5:;8+,4+5;+>6;+56.+9;1,9+,756;/:5?+;/+F;D./8:8F+
N;A?+>;79A+8;5:<?+:8+4716+1:/17=45,81.4J+++

Question 30: L;+?;7+,F/..+56,5+-/;-;4./4+46;79A+N.+,N9.+5;+F:D.+8;5:1.+;<+,+16,8F.+
;<+5:=:8F+;<+,+-/;-;4,9+N?+7-+5;+0+?.,/4+;/+56.+,N,8A;8=.85+;<+,+-/;-;4,9+>:56;75+
/.<./.81.+5;+P.946+d:8:45./4B+E#6:4+@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+0_+;<+-,/5+2JK+
+

+
#6.+I;==:44:;8./+/.1;F8:4.4+56,5+56.4.+-/;-;4,94+>;79A+F:D.+9;1,9+,756;/:5:.4+,8A+
;56./+-/;-;4./4+,+F/.,5./+9.D.9+;<+<9.H:N:9:5?+N75+;89?+5;+/.5:=.+;/+/.416.A79.+
-/;-;4,94J++P.+>;79A+>:46+5;+.=-6,4:4.+56,5+56./.+>;79A+8..A+5;+N.+19.,/+
1;==78:1,5:;8+5;+56.+16:9A/.8+,8A+?;78F+-.;-9.+,<<.15.A+,4+16,8F.4+5;+5:=.41,9.4+
1,8+1,74.+781./5,:85?+<;/+16:9A/.8J+
+
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Question 31:+L;+?;7+,F/..+56,5+P.946+d:8:45./4+46;79A+1;85:87.+5;+6,D.+<,99'N,1M+
-;>./4+5;+,AA/.44+/,5:;8,9:4,5:;8+;<+416;;9+-9,1.4+<;/+74.+:8+1,4.4+>6./.+9;1,9+
,756;/:5:.4+;/+F;D./8:8F+N;A:.4+6,D.+<,:9.A+5;+5,M.+,15:;8+5;+=,516+47--9?+,8A+
A.=,8AB+3<+8;5C+6;>+>;79A+?;7+47FF.45+56:4+-/;N9.=+46;79A+N.+,AA/.44.AB+E#6:4+
@7.45:;8+/.9,5.4+5;+-,/,F/,-6+0a+;<+-,/5+2JK+
+

+
`.4+>.+>;79A+,F/..A+5;+56.+/.5.85:;8+;<+56.4.+<,99+N,1M+-;>./4+5;+,AA/.44+56.+
/,5:;8,9:4,5:;8+;<+416;;9+-9,1.4J+P.+8;5.+56,5+56.+-;>./4+6,D.+8.D./+N..8+74.A+,4+
?.5+N75+56./.+8..A4+5;+N.+4;=.+4,<.5?+8.5+:8+5./=4+;<+,8+;D./,99+8,5:;8,9+</,=.>;/M+
<;/+-9,88:8F+;<+416;;9+-9,1.4+

+
+
Question 32:+P.+6,D.+,4M.A+,+87=N./+;<+4-.1:<:1+@7.45:;84J+3<+?;7+6,D.+,8?+
/.9,5.A+:447.4+>6:16+>.+6,D.+8;5+4-.1:<:1,99?+,AA/.44.AC+-9.,4.+74.+56:4+4-,1.+5;+
/.-;/5+56.=Y+
+

+
+

+

\.4-;84.4+5;+1;84795,5:;84+=,?+N.+=,A.+-7N9:1+'+;8+56.+:85./8.5+;/+:8+,+
/.-;/5J+3<+?;7+>;79A+-/.<./+?;7/+/.4-;84.+5;+N.+M.-5+1;8<:A.85:,9C+-9.,4.+5:1M+
6./.Y
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Recommendations and Ministerial response to Rural 
Development Sub-Committees’ Report on Re-organisation 
of Schools in Rural Wales (2009) 
 
Summary of Recommendations  
 
Recommendation 1: The Committee recommends that the Welsh 
Assembly Government: 

·" provides clearer guidance to local authorities on how surplus 
places are to be defined and addressed; 

·" commissions further research on the actual cost of a surplus 
place. 

 
Recommendation 2: That the Welsh Assembly Government, in any 
new guidance on surplus places, states clearly that it is the 
responsibility of each individual local authority to deal with issues of 
resource use and surplus places within their overall budget and 
education policy. 
It should be made clear that local authorities take these decisions and 
that the Welsh Assembly Government guidance is not designed and 
should not be taken to be pressure on individual authorities. 
 
Recommendation 3: The Welsh Assembly Government should publish 
a clear vision for Welsh primary schools:   

·" To include a definition of what “fit for purpose” means; 
·" To define and describe a “School Standard for Wales”. 

 
Recommendation 4:  The Welsh Assembly Government should carry 
out a comprehensive audit of the school estate to establish how many 
school premises would comply with the standard and the amount of 
investment that will be needed in order to bring all Welsh schools up 
to this standard. 
 
Recommendation 5: That the Welsh Assembly Government establishes 
a clear strategy to ensure that all schools in Wales reach this standard 
within an agreed and published timescale. 
 
Recommendation 6: That the Welsh Assembly Government does not 
need to  define a small school in terms of enrolled pupil numbers at 
any one time – but does define a small school in terms of staff and the 
teaching load of its Head in order to provide and focus support on 
those schools where such support is most needed. 
 
Recommendation 7: The Committee recommends that the Welsh 
Assembly Government develops a code of practice for consultation and 
meaningful community engagement which should be followed by local 
authorities in managing this process.  
 

#$%&'()*+)!!"#,-./"!01
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Written Response to the Rural Development Sub Committee Report
“Inquiry into the Reorganisation of Schools in Rural Wales”
by Jane Hutt AM, the Minister for Children, Education, Lifelong Learning 
and Skills 

January 2009 

Executive Summary 

I welcome this inquiry which was wide ranging and the report which is well 
balanced.

I have set out below my response to the Report’s individual 
recommendations.

Detailed Responses to the report’s recommendations are set out below: 

The Committee recommends that the Welsh Assembly 
Government:
1 (i) provides clearer guidance to local authorities on how surplus places 

are to be defined and addressed; 
    (ii) commissions further research on the actual cost of a surplus place. 

Response: Accept part (i), Accept in principle part (ii) 

I can accept the first part of this recommendation because action has already 
been taken to enable local authorities to consistently assess the capacity of 
their schools. Guidance Circular 09/2006 which was issued in July 2006 
provides a consistent method of measuring the capacity of schools. Local 
authorities have gradually re-measured schools and are now in a better 
position to assess whether schools are of the right size for the number of 
pupils on roll. This important activity informs a local authority’s need to plan 
school places. Revised draft guidance on school organisation will indicate that 
the identification of surplus capacity can assist local authorities in carrying out 
strategic reviews of school provision so as to assess whether the pattern of 
provision is appropriate. The removal of surplus capacity is not an end in 
itself. Improving efficiency in the provision of education should be for the 
purpose of improving educational outcomes.

I can accept part (ii) in principle but this will be subject to discussion with a 
range of stakeholders on the need for and scope of such research.

Financial Implications – None.

Recommendation 2: That the Welsh Assembly Government, in any new 
guidance on surplus places, states clearly that it is the responsibility of each 
individual local authority to deal with issues of resource use and surplus 
places within their overall budget and education policy. 
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It should be made clear that local authorities take these decisions and that the 
Welsh Assembly Government guidance is not designed and should not be 
taken to be pressure on individual authorities. 

Response: Accept

I accept this recommendation. Revised guidance will make it clear that it is the 
role of the local authority to plan school provision in the light of local 
knowledge, in the interests of pupils, and with due regard for efficiency. The 
Welsh Assembly Government needs also to make it clear that resources 
available for education need to be used as cost effectively as possible, whilst 
protecting and where possible, improving standards of education. 

Financial Implications – None. Costs of guidance issued by the Welsh 
Assembly Government will be met out of existing budgets (in 2008/09 or 
2009/10).

Recommendation 3: The Welsh Assembly Government should publish a 
clear vision for Welsh primary schools: 
• To include a definition of what “fit for purpose” means; 
• To define and describe a “School Standard for Wales”. 

Response: Accept in principle 
I can accept this recommendation in principle.  The Welsh Assembly 
Government  in line with its commitments set out in ‘One Wales’ has already 
begun work on creating and building a shared vision of 21P

st
P Century Schools, 

(both primary and secondary) by working in partnership with the Welsh local 
Government Association (WLGA) and all local authorities. Moving on from the 
concept of “fit for purpose” , a 21P

st
P Century School will be UdefinedU providing a 

consistent standard for local authorities to work towards. The WLGA and 
Local authorities will be involved in this process. 

Financial Implications – None.

Recommendation 4: The Welsh Assembly Government should carry out a 
comprehensive audit of the school estate to establish how many school 
premises would comply with the standard and the amount of investment that 
will be needed in order to bring all Welsh schools up to this standard. 

Response: Accept in principle 

I can accept the principle of this recommendation, and local authorities are 
already taking action to meet that principle. Local authorities are required to 
have in place Asset Management Plans covering all their capital assets.  A 
vital element of an Asset Management Plan is a comprehensive, structural 
audit of their physical assets; including school buildings. These audits are 
based on surveys of building condition, suitability and sufficiency and should 
be reviewed and updated. 
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In addition authorities are required to have Asset Management Plans for 
individual services. A robust Asset Management Plan for the education 
service should comprise a thorough analysis of condition and investment 
need. The Welsh Assembly Government accepts there is value in an 
aggregated and comprehensive knowledge base of the school educational 
estate in Wales; to enable national and local planning in relation to 21P

st
P

Century Schools. The individual Asset Management plans will provide this. 

Financial Implications – None.

Recommendation 5: That the Welsh Assembly Government establishes a 
clear strategy to ensure that all schools in Wales reach this standard within an 
agreed and published timescale. 

Response: Accept in principle 

I can accept this recommendation in principle. There is a need to recognise 
that not all Local Authorities are at the same position regarding the 
development of their school investment and re-organisation strategies. In line 
with Recommendation 3, the delivery of 21P

st
P century schools will implement a 

step change in the Welsh Assembly Government’s capital investment 
programme. We will be taking a strategic approach to funding, design and 
procurement, including ICT integration, and we will be working in partnership 
with local authorities and assisting in the development of their capital 
investment programmes. 21P

st
P Century Schools will be a multi year, long term 

programme of investment recognising the differing stages that individual local 
authorities will be with regards to their school capital investment and re-
organisation strategies. 

Financial Implications – None.

Recommendation 6: That the Welsh Assembly Government does not need 
to define a small school in terms of enrolled pupil numbers at any one time – 
but does define a small school in terms of staff and the teaching load of its 
Head in order to provide and focus support on those schools where such 
support is most needed. 

Response: Accept in principle

I accept that there is no need to define “small schools” for the purposes of 
planning school places. It is for a local authority to decide on the appropriate 
size of schools within the local context. It is however necessary to define such 
schools for specific practical purposes such as distributing targeted grants. 
The Welsh Assembly Government has provided additional grant funding for 
small and rural schools since 2002. In 2008/09, a total of £4.1 million is 
available. The Audit Commission identified a 90 (or fewer) pupil school as one 
which would cost proportionately more to run. Therefore when distributing 
funding targeted on small schools local authorities are instructed to prioritise 
schools with 90 or fewer pupils on roll. Part of the additional funding is also to 
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be targeted on schools which have head teachers with a significant timetabled 
teaching commitment.

Financial Implications – None. Existing budgets cover activity related to the 
distribution of grants. 

Recommendation 7: The Committee recommends that the Welsh Assembly 
Government develops a code of practice for consultation and meaningful 
community engagement which should be followed by local authorities in 
managing this process. 

Response: Accept in principle 

I can broadly accept this recommendation. Future practical guidance on 
bringing forward statutory proposals will aspire to extend the good practice on 
undertaking consultation that already exists. It may not be appropriate to be 
overly prescriptive and issue a code of practice, but it will be made clear that 
interested parties need sufficient information and sufficient time to make their 
views known when they are asked to respond to proposals for change. 

Financial Implications – None. Costs of guidance issued by the Welsh 
Assembly Government will be met out of existing budgets in the relevant year 
(2009/10)

Recommendation 8: The Committee recommends that the Welsh Assembly 
Government guidance includes the need for openness and transparency by 
LEAs when consulting on school reorganisation proposals. The Committee 
expects that active informed and meaningful consultation is at the heart of this 
process.

Response: Accept

I accept the need for consultation to be of the highest possible quality. The 
revised circular indicates that the sufficiency of consultation is a consideration 
when I need to determine whether statutory proposals which have resulted in 
objections should be approved.  Officials in my department are also 
responsible for providing practical guidance to local authorities who are 
considering changes to schools. Revised guidance is currently under 
development. Consultation issues form part of that guidance.

Financial Implications – None. Costs of guidance issued by the Welsh 
Assembly Government will be met out of existing budgets in the relevant year 
(2009/10)

Recommendation 9: The Welsh Assembly Government in their revised 
guidance should clarify and formalise the roles of all stakeholders in the 
closure process. The revised guidance should be clear in expecting local 
authorities to proactively inform local communities and then to help those 
communities to participate in a debate on the future configuration of primary 
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education in any given area. 

Response: Accept in principle
Guidance recently subject to consultation is the broad policy guidance which 
sets out the principles that are relevant to considerations about reorganising 
schools. Guidance on procedural matters such as consultation and 
engagement with interested parties is due to be revised within the next year. 
That guidance will include examples of good practice on consultation with 
interested parties and will aim to share that practice amongst authorities. I 
expect local authorities to engage thoroughly with the main stakeholders 
when consulting on proposals to change school provision. The key 
stakeholders will vary according to the nature of the proposal. Some changes 
might have relatively little impact beyond the parents, pupils and schools 
involved whilst in other cases, impacts will be far-reaching. The revised 
guidance will encourage authorities to carefully consider the question of who 
would be affected by change so as to ensure engagement with all relevant 
parties.

Financial Implications – None. Costs of guidance issued by the Welsh 
Assembly Government will be met out of existing budgets in the relevant year 
(2009/10)

Recommendation 10: The Committee recommends that the Welsh 
Assembly Government commissions research into the academic and social 
effects on children after they have moved to a larger school. 

Response: Accept in principle 

Whilst I accept in principle, this requires further consideration in conjunction 
with recommendation 11. Whilst I fully understand the Committee’s purpose in 
making this recommendation this is a difficult area in which to conduct 
meaningful quantitative research. Whilst it is possible to identify a suitable, 
albeit very small sample and measure academic achievement, it would not be 
possible to identify the many influences on pupil outcomes amongst the 
sample, nor identify if attainment is better or worse than it would otherwise 
have been. It would be more appropriate to consider effects of transfer to a 
larger school alongside the type of social qualitative research suggested in 
recommendation 11.

Financial Implications – To be assessed once further consideration of scope 
for research is completed. 

Recommendation 11: The Welsh Assembly Government should 
commission research to assess and to fully understand the impact of school 
closures on communities in rural Wales. 

Response: Accept in principle
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Whilst I accept this recommendation in principle, I need to consider this 
recommendation in conjunction with recommendation 10  further in order to 
ascertain the feasibility and scope of the recommended research. An initial 
step could be to undertake a review of any existing research and information 
on the impact of school closures, including the impact on communities and on 
the educational and other outcomes for pupils before deciding whether any 
new research is required. Since this recommendation cuts across other 
Ministerial portfolios, it is important that all those with an interest in such 
impacts are involved in discussions about the proposition. I am asking officials 
to provide me with further advice after discussions have been held. 

Financial Implications – To be assessed once further consideration of scope 
for research is completed. 

Recommendation 12: LEAs should carry out robust community impact 
assessments prior to the closure of any small school. The Welsh Assembly 
Government should provide guidance to LEAs on undertaking such 
community impact assessments based upon its research. 

Response: Accept

I can broadly accept this recommendation. Current guidance already indicates 
that for school closure proposals, the overall effect on the community of 
closure and the extent to which the school is serving the whole community as 
a learning resource is a relevant consideration. Where a school is a focal 
point for community activity and its closure could have implications beyond 
the issue of education, it is expected that cases presented for Ministerial 
determination should show that options for maintaining community facilities in 
the area have been considered. The revised draft guidance suggests that that 
consideration by local authorities should be formalised as a community impact 
assessment.  If research on impacts is commissioned then that could inform, 
in due course, a local authority’s consideration of community issues. In the 
meantime authorities will continue to use their own judgement on how to 
assess the impact of a closure. Current guidance makes it clear that whilst the 
interests of the local community should be taken into account, educational 
interests should always be the prime concern. Revised guidance will continue 
to reflect this position. 

Financial Implications – None. Costs of guidance issued by the Welsh 
Assembly Government will be met out of existing budgets in the relevant year 
(2008/09 or 2009/10) 

Recommendation 13: That the impact on the Welsh language be considered
as a major determinant when local authorities take decisions in school 
closures.

Response: Accept

I can broadly accept this recommendation. Revised draft guidance suggests 
that potential impact on the Welsh language should be assessed by local 
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authorities prior to bringing forward proposals. Impacts on the language within 
schools and on standards of pupils’ learning are of the greatest importance. 
Local authorities that have brought forward proposals for the reorganisation of 
schools where pupils are taught mainly through the medium of Welsh have 
historically offered equivalent schools as alternatives. Local authorities have 
therefore already been addressing this issue. 

Financial Implications – None. Costs of guidance issued by the Welsh 
Assembly Government will be met out of existing budgets in the relevant year 
(2008/09 or 2009/10) 

Recommendation 14: The Committee recommends that the Welsh Assembly 
Government reviews the process for reorganising schools to strengthen the 
role of local education authorities, supports them in their responsibilities in the 
reorganisation process and gives consideration to transferring the right to 
hear appeals against school reorganisation proposals to an independent 
arbitrator.

Response: Accept in principle 

I can accept this recommendation in principle. Local authorities already have 
the power to make changes to schools as provided for by the School 
Standards and Framework Act 1998. My department assists authorities with 
guidance on the procedures that are necessary as a result of that legislation. I 
have the role of deciding contested proposals. The sub-committee report 
recognises the current division of responsibilities. Changes to the procedures 
and responsibilities in the manner suggested by the sub-committee would 
necessitate fresh legislation. I am willing to give consideration to the Sub 
committee’s suggestions, contained in this recommendation, including that of 
transferring decision making to an independent arbiter, but this will require 
substantial investigation by my department. In the meantime I am content with 
the robustness of current legislation and the extent to which it permits 
authorities to engage with those affected by proposed change. 

Financial Implications –  none arising from the consideration of transferring 
powers.

Jane Hutt AM,
Minister for Children, Education, Lifelong Learning and Skills 
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Recommendation 8: The Committee recommends that the Welsh 
Assembly Government guidance includes the need for openness and 
transparency by LEAs when consulting on school reorganisation 
proposals. The Committee expects that active informed and 
meaningful consultation is at the heart of this process. 
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Recommendation 9: The Welsh Assembly Government in their revised 
guidance should clarify and formalise the roles of all stakeholders in 
the closure process.  The revised guidance should be clear in 
expecting local authorities to proactively inform local communities and 
then to help those communities to participate in a debate on the 
future configuration of primary education in any given area. 
 
Recommendation 10:  The Committee recommends that the Welsh 
Assembly Government commissions research into the academic and 
social effects on children after they have moved to a larger school. 
 
Recommendation 11:  The Welsh Assembly Government should 
commission research to assess and to fully understand the impact of 
school closures on communities in rural Wales. 
 
Recommendation 12: LEAs should carry out robust community impact 
assessments prior to the closure of any small school. The Welsh 
Assembly Government should provide guidance to LEAs on 
undertaking such community impact assessments based upon its 
research. 
 
Recommendation 13: That the impact on the Welsh language be 
considered as a major determinant when local authorities take 
decisions in school closures. 

Recommendation 14: The Committee recommends that the Welsh 
Assembly Government reviews the process for reorganising schools to 
strengthen the role of local education authorities, supports them in 
their responsibilities in the reorganisation process and gives 
consideration to transferring the right to hear appeals against school 
reorganisation proposals to an independent arbitrator. 
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PET(4)-05-11 Paper 14a 

 

P-03-153 Body Piercing 

Petition wording 

 
We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to place restrictions on 
the age at which a minor can have body piercing. The age for body 
piercings, other than the ears and nose, should be regulated up to the 
age of 16 years. 
 
Link to petition: http://www.assemblywales.org/gethome/e-petitions-
old/admissible-pet/p-03-153.htm 
 
Petition raised by: Councillor Russell Downe  
 
Number of signatures: 14 
 

Agenda Item 6.10
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Cosmetic piercing of young people  
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Charities+
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Local Government  
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NHS

·+ 1:BB9638=+?.,@8A+1:96<3@7+36+E,@.7+

·+ ?.,@8A+!/:8.<83:6+KH.6<=+

·+ G:<,@+?.,@8A+P:,/27+36+E,@.7+

·+ ?.,@8A<,/.+567-.<8:/,8.+E,@.7+

·+ T,83:6,@+G.,2./7A3-+,62+566:I,83:67+KH.6<=+36+?.,@8A<,/.+

·+ T?;+#/9787+36+E,@.7++

·+ E.@7A+P@::2+;./I3<.++

·+ E.@7A+?.,@8A+;-.<3,@37.2+;./I3<.7+1:BB388..+
+

Representative Organisations 

·+ #A.+K<,2.B=+:4+F.23<,@+C:=,@+1:@@.H.7+E,@.7+

·+ #A.+K77:<3,83:6+:4+W3/.<8:/7+:4+!90@3<+?.,@8A++

·+ K9238+1:BB3773:6++

·+ P/3837A+K77:<3,83:6+:4+W./B,8:@:H3787+

·+ P/3837A+P:2=+!3./<36H+K77:<3,83:6++

·+ P3:<A.B3<,@+;:<3.8=+

·+ #A.+P/3837A+W.68,@+K77:<3,83:6+$E,@.7&+

·+ #A.+P/3837A+F.23<,@+K77:<3,83:6+$E,@.7&+

·+ #A.+P/3837A+F.23<,@+K77:<3,83:6+$E,@.7&+L.6./,@+!/,<8383:6./7+1:BB388..+

·+ P/3837A+C.8,3@+1:67:/839B+

·+ 1,/.+1:96<3@+4:/+E,@.7+

·+ 1P5+E,@.7+

·+ 1A,/8./.2+;:<3.8=+:4+!A=73:8A./,-=+

·+ 1A3.4+!/:0,83:6+X443<./7+36+E,@.7+

·+ 1A9/<A+36+E,@.7+

·+ 1A/3783,6+;<3.6<.+1:BB388..7+:6+!90@3<,83:6+

·+ 1:@@.H.+:4+X<<9-,83:6,@+#A./,-3787+

·+ 1:BB9638=+!A,/B,<=+E,@.7+

·+ 1:679B./+R:<97+E,@.7+

·+ #A.+1A,/8./.2+56783898.+:4+"6I3/:6B.68,@+?.,@8A+36+E,@.7+

·+ 1A3@2/.6S7+1:BB3773:6./+E,@.7+

·+ 1383Y.6S7+K2I3<.+1=B/9+

·+ #A.+1:BB9638=+!/,<8383:6./7+,62+?.,@8A+O3738:/7+K77:<3,83:6+

·+ #A.+",/+!3./<36H+F,694,<89/./7+:4+"9/:-.+G#W+

·+ "Z9,@38=+,62+?9B,6+C3HA87+1:BB3773:6+

·+ #A.+R,<9@8=+:4+!90@3<+?.,@8A+

·+ #A.+R.2./,83:6+:4+;B,@@+P9736.77.7+36+E,@.7+

·+ #A.+R:/9B+:4+!/3I,8.+P9736.77+

·+ L:4,@+1=B/9+

·+ LFP+

·+ L93@2+:4+?.,@8A+1,/.+!A,/B,<3787+

·+ ?,03,+

·+ 56783898.+:4+?.,@8A+1,/.+F,6,H.B.68+E,@.7+

·+ 568./6,83:6,@+!@,66.2+!,/.68A::2+R.2./,83:6+

·+ F"ET+1=B/9+

·+ T?;+1.68/.+4:/+"Z9,@38=+,62+?9B,6+C3HA87+

·+ T9/736H+,62+F32J34./=+1:96<3@+

·+ X-8:B.8/=+E,@.7+

·+ X6.+O:3<.+E,@.7+ Page 97



·+ X@2./+!.:-@.S7+1:BB3773:6./+4:/+E,@.7+

·+ !?K+1=B/9+

·+ #A.+!90@3<+,62+1:BB./<3,@+;./I3<.7+D63:6+

·+ !90@3<+;./I3<.7+XB0927B,6+4:/+E,@.7+

·+ CT5W+E,@.7+

·+ CT5P+E,@.7+

·+ #A.+C:=,@+1:@@.H.+:4+L.6./,@+!/,<8383:6./7+E,@.7+

·+ #A.+C:=,@+1:@@.H.+:4+F32J3I.7+E,@.7+

·+ #A.+C:=,@+1:@@.H.+:4+T9/736H+E,@.7+

·+ #A.+C:=,@+1:@@.H.+:4+!,.23,8/3<7+,62+1A3@2+A.,@8A+

·+ #A.+C:=,@+1:@@.H.+:4+!,8A:@:H3787+

·+ #A.+C:=,@+!A,/B,<.983<,@+;:<3.8=+:4+L/.,8+P/38,36+

·+ #A.+C:=,@+1:@@.H.+:4+!A=73<3,67++

·+ #A.+C:=,@+;:<3.8=+4:/+!90@3<+?.,8A+

·+ #A.+C:=,@+;:<3.8=+:4+F.23<36.++

·+ #A.+;:<3.8=+:4+K--@3.2+F3</:03:@:H=+

·+ ;:<3.8=+4:/+L.6./,@+F3</:03:@:H=+

·+ #A.+;:<3.8=+4:/+;:<3,@+F.23<36.+

·+ ;:<3.8=+:4+;.M9,@+?.,@8A+K2I37./7+

·+ ;:<3,@378+?.,@8A+K77:<3,83:6+

·+ ;:98A+E,@.7+1A,B0./+:4+1:BB./<.+

·+ #,88::36H+,62+!3./<36H+562978/=+D63:6+

·+ DT5;XT+

·+ DT5#"+

·+ E,@.7+K9238+X443<.+

·+ E,@.7+1,/./7+K@@3,6<.+

·+ E,@.7+1:96<3@+4:/+8A.+P@362+

·+ E,@.7+1:96<3@+4:/+8A.+W.,4+

·+ E,@.7+#D1+

·+ E.@@'0.36H+E,@.7+

·+ E.@7A+1:B036.2+1.68/.7+4:/+!90@3<+?.,@8A+

·+ E.@7A+G,6H9,H.+P:,/2+

·+ E.78+1A.7A3/.+[+T:/8A+E,@.7+1A,B0./+:4+1:BB./<.+

·+ Q:98A+N9783<.+P:,/2+

Other 

·+ 1:7B.83<+-3./<36H+:-./,8:/7+36+E,@.7+

·+ 1@3<+:6@36.+

·+ W.-,/8B.68+:4+?.,@8A+

·+ #A.+W.-,/8B.68+:4+?.,@8A>+;:<3,@+;./I3<.7+,62+!90@3<+;,4.8=>+T:/8A./6+5/.@,62+

·+ R::2+;8,62,/27+KH.6<=+

·+ R96\=+W/,H:6+

·+ #A.+?.,@8A+,62+;,4.8=+"M.<983I.++

·+ F36378/=+:4+N9783<.+

·+ F9B7+6.8+

·+ !.8383:67+1:BB388..+

·+ ;<:8837A+L:I./6B.68
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PET(4)-05-11 Paper 15a 

 

P-03-292 Public Toilet Provision 

Petition wording 

We, the undersigned, call upon the National Assembly for Wales to 
investigate the health and social well-being implications resulting from 
public toilets closures and to urge the Welsh Government to issue 
guidance to local authorities to ensure adequate public toilet 
provision. 

Link to petition:  
http://senedd.assemblywales.org/mgIssueHistoryHome.aspx?IId=887  

Petition raised by: Cllr Louisa Hughes 

Number of signatures: 430 

 
Supporting information: 
 

The state of public toilets in Wales 
 
From research conducted by Age Cymru in Spring 2010, 434 older 
people from across Wales, with a representation from every local 
authority, were asked the following question: 
 

‘How good is the access to public toilets in your local area? Are 
they safe and of a high standard?’ 

 
• The average rating given to public toilets by 434 older people, 

from across Wales, is 3 out of 10 
• 31 per cent (134 of 434) gave public toilets a rating of 0 out of 

10  
• 41 per cent (177 of 434) gave public toilets a rating of 0 or 1 

out of 10  
• 54 per cent of older people gave public toilets in their area a 

rating of 3 or below (out of 10). 
• 61 per cent of older people gave a rating of less than 5 out of 10 

for public toilets in their area.  
• Only 3 per cent (12 people from 434) gave public toilets in their 

area a rating of 10 out of 10  
 
 
Nowhere to Go report into public toilet closures in Wales 
published by Help the Aged in Wales in January 2009 states that:     
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1. 95 per cent of respondents found that their local public toilets 

are not open when they need them;  
2. 79 per cent of respondents do not find it easy to find a public 

toilet;  
3. 62 per cent of respondents agree that the lack of public toilets 

in their area stops them from going out as often as they would 
like;  

4. 78 per cent of survey respondents told us that public toilet 
provision in their area does not meet their needs;  

5. 80 per cent of respondents are frequently disturbed by the lack 
of cleanliness of their local public toilets;  

6. 84 per cent of respondents find that safety concerns make 
public toilets unappealing;  

7. 87 per cent of survey respondents felt that shops and 
businesses should make more effort to provide public toilet 
facilities;  

 
 
Welsh Assembly Government: A statistical focus on Age in Wales 
states that in 2009 1 in 4 people are aged 60 or over. However by 
2030, 1 in 3 people will be aged 60 or over.  
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Bae Caerdydd 
Cardiff Bay 
CF99 1NA 

Clerc/Clerk: Dr Siân Phipps, Ffôn /Tel: 029 2089 8582       
E-bost /Email:enterprise.committee@wales.gov.uk    

 

 

 
 
 
 
  

Y Pwyllgor Menter a Busnes 
Enterprise and Business Committee 

 
 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 

Dear William 
 

Petition P-03-292 Public Toilet Provision 
 

Thank you for your letter dated 27 September referring the above petition to 

the Enterprise and Business Committee as part of our inquiry into the 

regeneration of town centres. 

 

The issue of public toilets has cropped up in our inquiry, so we shall keep 

you informed if we do reach any conclusions or make recommendations in 

our report. However, I understand that the Health and Social Care Committee 

will be carrying out a short inquiry into the subject. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
 

Nick Ramsay AM 

Chair, Enterprise and Business Committee 

 

William Powell AM 
Chair, Petitions Committee 
National Assembly for Wales 
Cardiff Bay CF99 1NA 
 
 

 
10 October 2011 
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Bae Caerdydd 
Caerdydd 
CF99 1NA 

Cardiff Bay 
Cardiff 

CF99 1NA 

Ffôn / Tel: 029 2089 8403       
E-bost / Email: HSCCommittee@wales.gov.uk 

 
Croesewir gohebiaeth yn y Gymraeg a’r Saesneg/We welcome correspondence in both English and Welsh    

 

 

Y Pwyllgor Iechyd a Gofal Cymdeithasol 

Health and Social Care Committee 
 

 

  

 

 

 

William Powell AM 

Chair 

Petitions Committee 

National Assembly for Wales 
 

18 October 2011 

 

Dear William 

 

P-03-292 Public Toilet Provision 

 

Thank you for your letter of 28 September providing additional information 

from the petitioner in relation to the above petition.  

 

At our meeting on 12 October, the Health and Social Care Committee 

considered the petition and agreed to schedule a session after the Christmas 

recess to consider the issues raised by the petition on public toilet provision.  

I will let you have further details in due course. 

 

Yours sincerely 

!

Mark Drakeford AM 

Chair 
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PET(4)-05-11 Paper 16a 

 

P-03-318 Cross-border maternity services 

Petition wording 

We, the undersigned, note the proposal to move the consultant-led maternity 
unit, neonatal intensive care unit and child inpatient unit from the Royal 
Shrewsbury Hospital (RSH) to the Princess Royal Hospital (PRH) at Telford. 

We believe this would cause a great deal of hardship and stress for patients 
and their families travelling from Montgomeryshire. It would add an extra 
twenty minutes onto a journey which is already fifty minutes at best and 
ambulance response times will inevitably be significantly increased. 

It is vital that these proposals are not considered in isolation to proposals in 
Wales and that the Welsh Government adopts a strategic approach to cross 
border health issues, to ensure that the needs of patients from Mid Wales are 
fully represented in any proposals at catchment hospitals. 

We therefore call on the National Assembly to urge the Welsh Government to 
fully engage in the ‘Keeping it in the County’ consultation process, to ensure 
that patients from Mid Wales are not disadvantaged by any changes. 

Link to petition:  http://www.assemblywales.org/gethome/e-petitions-
old/admissible-pet/p-03-317.htm  

Petition raised by: Mrs Helen Jervis  

Number of signatures: 164 
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